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Clause constituents, arguments and the question of grammatical rela-
tions in Auslan (Australian Sign Language): a corpus-based study 
 

Abstract 

This study investigates clause constructions in Auslan. It looks at the alignment of constituent 
semantic role with constituent position and order in clauses, changes in the morphology of 
signs according to position and/or role, and the interpretation of omitted arguments. The aim 
is to determine if there are grammatical relations in Auslan. The most frequent constituent 
order parallels English, thus Auslan might be said to also instantiate a basic SVO word order. 
However, every possible constituent order pattern is also attested without there being other 
coding and behavioural properties associated with grammatical relations that could explain 
this flexibility. I conclude that constituent order in Auslan is the result of the interaction of 
pragmatic and semantic factors, visual representation, and language contact with English, 
rather than autochthonous grammatical relations. Auslan grammar draws on both so-called 
gestural and so-called linguistic resources at the clause level, not just at the word (sign) level. 

Keywords syntax, grammar, grammatical roles, grammatical relations, Auslan, sign lan-
guage, corpus, syntacticization, gesture, semiotics 

1. Introduction 
The existence of grammatical relations in Auslan (Australian Sign Language) has remained an 
open question since linguistic research into the language first began in the 1980s (Johnston 1989, 
1991, 1996). Studies of constituent order since then have questioned whether grammatical subject 
specifically, or grammatical relations generally, are a feature of the grammar of Auslan (Johnston 
et al 2007, De Beuzeville et al 2009, McKee et al 2011). 

In contrast, the discussion of basic constituent order in other signed languages (SLs) has usually 
been formulated with reference to the position of the subject and object relative to the verb in 
simple pragmatically unmarked sentences (for recent overviews of constituent order issues in SL 
research see Napoli & Sutton-Spence 2014, and Meir et al 2017). The categories subject and 
object have been treated as if they were linguistic primitives, universally applicable to the gram-
mar of all languages and thus also to SLs. However, many linguists maintain that grammatical 
relations are not linguistic primitives nor are the types of relations universal (Keenan 1976, Com-
rie 1981, Croft 1990, Dryer 1997a, Van Valin and LaPolla 1997, LaPolla & Poa 2006, Haspelmath 
2007). The existence and type of grammatical relations in a language should therefore not be 
assumed but needs to be demonstrated by tracking coding and behavioural properties that are 
known to be associated with grammatical relations cross-linguistically (Van Valin and LaPolla 
1997). Coding properties include the alignment of particular semantic roles with particular argu-
ment positions in the clause, and/or the use of dedicated morphology, i.e., special word/sign 
forms, to encode these roles. Behavioural properties include the interpretation of elided constitu-
ents (zero anaphora) in complex sentences. 

Grammatical relations are usually evoked in SL research in the explanation of the order of core 
constituents in a clause, pronominal pointing signs, depicting signs (signs for an object or action 
which incorporate an often iconic or mimetic handshape that partly represents the object or ac-
tion1), directional verbs (verbs in which the beginning and end points of their movement through 
                                                
1 If they have not yet become conventional lexical signs, these signs are called depicting signs, following Liddell (2000). 
They are also known as signs incorporating classifier handshapes, classifiers or classifier signs in the literature. These 
handshapes can represent whole entities (e.g., a person), body parts (e.g., a leg), handling actions (e.g., holding a cup), 
the size or shape of some object as if literally handled or metaphorically so, i.e., scaled (e.g., a flat surface, the curved 
surface of a large cylinder, like a chimney), or the outline of an object (e.g., as if tracing with your index finger). The 
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space are associated with the source and goal of the action), repeated clausal constituents, con-
structed action (a form of enactment/role-play), and constructed dialogue (a form of direct quo-
tation). For example, constituent orders of noun-verb-noun have been analysed as SUBJECT-VERB-
OBJECT (SVO), or directional verbs have been analysed as moving from a position that indexes 
the SUBJECT of a verb, to a position that indexes the OBJECT of a verb and are thus analysed as 
instantiating agreement morphology in SLs (Mathur & Rathmann 2010, 2012). 

Historically, the datasets upon which observations about constituent order in SLs have been 
made have actually been limited in both quantity and quality. Most have relied on limited elicited 
or experimental data and translations; and few on extended texts. In particular, studies have not 
been based on comparatively large representative and naturalistic corpora and they have not in-
volved detailed quantitative examination of relevant coding and behavioural properties. Hence 
this study of Auslan which investigates the coding and behavioural properties of clausal construc-
tions. The aim is to get representative usage data on clause level constructions from the Auslan 
Corpus2 to show that grammatical relations are not a feature of the grammar and are not necessary 
to explain these constructions in this language. Attempts to provide alternative explanations using 
a wider semiotically informed theory of language may thus be well motivated. 

2. Background 
The theoretical framework that informs this study is broadly cognitive-functional, constructional 
and usage-based, but is not narrowly ‘linguistic’ in the sense that the study of language is under-
stood to be part of the broader study of human communication. Consequently, the non-verbal (aka 
gestural) aspects of face-to-face communication in spoken language (SpLs) are not ignored, as 
they have often been in language research. Similarly, the presence of gesture in SLs is also not 
ignored (or indeed denied), as it has often been in SL research. Basically, the symbolic units of 
expression found in all face-to-face language are understood to be intentional embodied commu-
nicative acts which may be either audible (vocalizations) or visible (gestures or signs). These 
symbolic units of expression form constructions of various sizes (word-level, phrase-level, 
clause-level) whose constructional status in a language emerges through their entrenchment and 
conventionalization within a speech community as a result of repeated use over historical time.  

Working assumptions that are relevant to understanding the interpretation of the data presented 
in this study within this framework are briefly outlined below. 

2.1 Symbolic units 
A symbolic unit (aka a semiotic sign or simply a sign) found in human communication is a pairing 
of a form with a meaning. Drawing partly on Peircean semiotic theory (Peirce 1955) and adding 
refinements and interpretations from other researchers (e.g., Parmentier, 1994; Kockleman, 2005; 
Enfield, 2009), three different types of symbolic units in face-to-face communication are recog-
nized in the neo-Peircean framework I adopt here: (i) conventional signs, (ii) non-conventional 
signs, and (iii) symbolic indexical signs. A conventional sign is a symbolic unit which pairs a 
specified form with a conventional meaning, regardless of whether the sign is a vocal/auditory 
articulation in a SpL or a visual/gestural articulation in a SpL or a SL. By way of contrast, a non-
conventional sign is not a fixed pairing of a form with a meaning—rather, it is a transient invita-
tion by the speaker or the signer to the interlocutor to take some articulation (in either modality) 
as a sign with a meaning to be contextually inferred. The third type of semiotic sign, the symbolic 
indexical sign, is a hybrid of a conventional and a non-conventional sign, i.e., it is only partly 

                                                
movement in such a sign can represent the movement of an object in space (real or scalar) or the movement of the hands 
preforming some real-world action (again, real or scalar). 
2 The Auslan Corpus (Johnston 2008) is based on video archive of elicited and naturalistic signing collected between 
2004-2007 and deposited at the Endangered Languages Archive, University of London in 2008. The collection continues 
to be annotated and is thus being transformed into a machine readable linguistic corpus. It has been updated several 
times as additional annotations have been completed. 
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conventional in meaning and sometimes also only partly conventional in form. For example, a 
pointing action or gesture is an example of a symbolic indexical sign that can be found in both 
SpLs and SLs: a conventional aspect of the form in pointing is the extended index finger hand-
shape (in most, but not all cultures) and a non-conventional indexical aspect of the form is the 
actual hand orientation and direction of finger and arm extension given the target, which shifts 
indexically according to context. As for the meaning of these signs, it shifts according to both 
usage event and the indexed target. (See Johnston (2010) and Johnston (2013a) for extended dis-
cussions of the comparative semiotics of SpLs and SLs using this semiotic model.) 

All symbolic units are subject to processes of regularization in form and conventionalization of 
meaning when repeated with similar intent in similar contexts. In other words, in the usage-based 
framework the conventionalized aspects of form/meaning pairings are considered to be emergent 
(Hopper 1998, Bybee 2007, Barlow & Kemmer 2000). The conventional symbolic constructions 
that emerge (e.g., lexical words and lexical signs) then, in their own turn, become available for 
grammaticalization in the sequences or chunks in which they appear. Thus, the grammatical di-
mension of language is also regarded as emergent. These historical and ontogenetic processes are 
understood to be driven and shaped by frequency of use (Givón 1995, 2009, Bybee & Hopper 
2001, LaPolla 2006, Bybee 2010). 

Furthermore, symbolic constructions form a lexico-grammatical continuum (aka syntax-lexi-
con continuum) mapped across two dimensions. One dimension is of size, from small singular 
units (such as words/signs) to larger multi-word or multi-sign units (such as phrases, clauses, or 
complex sentences); the other dimension is of substance, from fully phonologically specified sub-
stantive units (such as words, fixed phrases, and idioms) to phonologically unspecified schematic 
units (such as NOUN, NOUN PHRASE, VERB, or CLAUSE) (Croft 2001). This implies a continuum of 
symbolic constructions from small and fully phonologically specified ones (substantive atomic 
constructions), to large and phonologically unspecified ones (complex and substantive construc-
tions or, at the most abstract, complex and fully schematic) (Langacker 1998, 2005, 2008a; Gold-
berg 1995). 

Within the framework adopted here, the development of a large repertoire of conventional sym-
bolic constructions in a language does not preclude the continued and simultaneous use of non-
conventional symbolic units, especially those meant to be seen (visible bodily actions), nor does 
it preclude the use of symbolic indexicals. Face-to-face communication in SpLs and SLs is thus 
semiotically diverse (Kendon 2014), i.e., there are many composite utterances in which more than 
one type of symbolic unit can occur, often simultaneously with another (e.g., Enfield 2009, for 
SpLs; Johnston 2013a, Janzen 2017, Ferrara & Hodge 2018, Puupponen 2019, for SLs). Given 
that SpLs use speech and visible bodily action, there are also many potentially multimodal sym-
bolic units in these languages (Zima & Bergs 2017). 

2.2 Clauses 
If they are not just interjectory fragments, utterance units are usually considered to be linguistic 
constructions of the type clause, themselves symbolic units. Prosodically, clauses often have a 
unifying and/or distinct intonation contour which helps delineate them into chunks that function 
as utterance units (see Bolinger 1983, Croft 2001, Croft & Cruse 2004, Langacker 2008b for 
SpLs; and Johnston 1996, Boyes Braem 1999 for SLs). Semantically clauses are meaningful sym-
bolic utterance units that assert something about the world, and/or are a turn in a communicative 
interaction. 

In this study, the model of the clause elaborated in Van Valin & LaPolla (1997) is adopted. 
Two preliminary contrasts are considered: (1) predicating versus non-predicating information; 
and (2) arguments of predicate versus non-arguments of predicates. Primary clause constituents 
are the nucleus (containing the predicate(s), i.e. some type of symbolic unit that profiles a 
process, activity, state or event) and the core (the nucleus and any core arguments semantically 
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related to the predicate, i.e. symbolic units that profile things or attributes of things). Non-argu-
ments of core predicates (such as circumstances of time, manner or location) constitute the 
periphery of the clause.  

The order of elements within the clause may be the result of semantic and pragmatic factors 
(Danes 1974; Halliday 1974; Lambrecht 1994;) or syntactic factors such as underlying gram-
matical relations (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). Though constituent order can result from the 
interaction of all three factors, it may be impossible to account for preferred or basic constituent 
order in clauses in some languages without appeal to the notion of grammatical relations. In these 
languages, the combination and ordering of core verbs and arguments instantiate a constructional 
schema in which grammatical relations pay a pivotal role. Within the construction-based model 
of language, a clause may instantiate a number of possible schemas depending on level of ab-
straction and the state of affairs that it represents, evokes or encodes (Goldberg 2006). 

2.3 Grammatical relations  
The configuration of clausal constituents can itself be richly symbolic. In a constructional schema 
various semantic roles may coalesce or align so that certain argument positions come to instantiate 
a particular grammatical relation (such as subject or object), affecting how the arguments must 
be interpreted when in a given position. It follows, given the theoretical framework adopted here, 
that grammatical relations (aka syntactic relations in the literature) are also considered an emer-
gent property of language. In essence, 

What happens in the conventionalization of syntactic relations is that a conversational impli-
cature [...] appears so often in discourse that it becomes a conventional implicature, and then 
becomes so strongly conventionalized that speakers cannot accept any other interpretation. 
(LaPolla 2006).  

Most relevant for this study, this also means that some languages do not have grammatical rela-
tions: semantic and pragmatic factors may adequately account for all constructions encountered 
in these languages. In other words, grammatical relations, such as subject, are not considered to 
be a theoretical primitive, universally found in all languages (Keenan 1976, Comrie 1981, Croft 
1990, Bhat 1991, Dryer 1997a, Van Valin and LaPolla 1997, LaPolla & Poa 2006, Haspelmath 
2007). 

In order to determine if a language has grammatical relations, and of what type, one must es-
tablish if a range of coding and behavioural properties that are symptomatic of grammatical rela-
tions are present in a language (Van Valin and LaPolla 1997). Without one or more of these prop-
erties being attested, constituent order is likely to be based on semantic relations (actor-undergoer) 
or pragmatic relations (topic-comment), rather than grammatical relations (subject-object). In-
deed, subject may manifest itself differently in different constructions in different languages, or 
the grammatical relations themselves may align differently with semantic roles, as in absolutive-
ergative languages.3 Therefore, identifying constituents and the clause constructions in which 
they appear is but the first step in establishing the basic constituent order of a particular SL. 
One must then do a language-internal analysis of these coding and behavioural properties. 

                                                
3 Indeed it has been suggested (e.g., Croft 2001) that linguists adopt the practice of capitalizing the name of grammatical 
relations along with the name of the language, like a proper name, when referring to them in a specific language (e.g., 
English Subject), and reserve the lower case when talking about grammatical relations in a general way or cross-linguis-
tically. This practice is adopted henceforth in this paper. 
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3. Previous research 

3.1 Other signed languages 
Constituent order in SLs has been investigated since linguistic research into ASL began over four 
decades ago (e.g., Fischer 1975; Friedman 1976; Klima & Bellugi 1979; Backer & Cokely 1980; 
Liddell 1980, Woodward 1980; to mention only some publications up to 1980). A recent overview 
of constituent order issues in SLs (Napoli & Sutton-Spence 2014) cited publications up to 2014 
for another forty-two SLs (too numerous to re-cite individually here), including additional studies 
on ASL since the 1980s (e.g., Neidle et al 2008). 

Many researchers, especially within the generativist tradition, assume the basic constituent or-
der is the underlying syntactic construction from which other non-basic orders are derived by 
specific rule-governed operations that move or copy constituents into different syntactic slots, or 
delimit the scope of certain operators, in terms of grammatical relations, e.g., pronoun copy (Pad-
den 1988, Bos 1995), WH doubling (Petronio & Lillo-Martin 1997, Checchetto et al 2009), nega-
tion marking (Oomen & Pfau 2017). For a large number of other researchers basic constituent 
order is simply the most frequent or dominant order. They explore the semantic, pragmatic, iconic 
and discourse factors that not only appear to favour one (‘basic’) order of constituents or repre-
sentational strategy over others, but also help explain the less frequent patterns (e.g., Deuchar 
1978, 1983, Boyes-Braem et al 1990, Cogill-Coertz 2000a, 2000b, Cuxac 2000, Leeson 2001, 
Taub 2001, Vermeerbergen et al 2007). Napoli & Sutton-Spence (2014) discuss the factors iden-
tified by various researchers, such as animacy, topicality, information structure, spatial iconicity 
and/or visual representation, and constructed action. 

The majority of studies have nonetheless described constituent order in terms to the position of 
the subject (S) and object (O) relative to the verb. There has rarely been discussion of the status 
of these grammatical relations cross-linguistically, or if they are needed to explain the construc-
tions encountered in a particular SL. For example, the frequent topic^comment constructions 
found in many SLs have usually been described as cases in which the S or O is moved from its 
normal position (e.g., Liddell 1980, Volterra et al 1984, Wilbur 1994, Massone and Curiel 2004, 
Valli et al 2005). Even researchers within the generative tradition who have claimed that constit-
uent order in their SL is not functional (i.e., constituent order does not encode grammatical rela-
tions) still account for their data in terms of subject and object relations: the spatial and directional 
modification of verbs, i.e., verb morphology, is said to encode these grammatical relations 
(Nadeau & Desouvrey 1994, Bouchard & Dubisson 1995, Bouchard 1997). When discussing data 
from very young or emergent SLs, some researchers concede that grammatical relations such as 
S and O may be incipient or weak in them (Meir et al 2017). They acknowledge that semantic 
and pragmatic factors, such as the animacy hierarchy (with, not surprisingly, human agents with 
the highest priority4), are the main drivers of constituent order and the omission of arguments in 
young languages. 

Research into two SLs stand out as exceptions. In a detailed analysis of the clauses in a collec-
tion of DSL texts, Engberg-Pedersen (2002) examined constituent order and verb agreement with 
reference to semantic roles (agent, patient) and grammatical relations (subject, object). She iden-
tified arguments using the labels A, S and P (Comrie 1978, Dixon 1979) to capture the alignment 
of semantic and grammatical roles therein: A (for actor/agent in a transitive clause), P (for under-
goer/patient in a transitive clause), and S (for single argument of an intransitive clause). After 
examining the coding and behavioural properties of core arguments and verbs in these texts, she 
concluded that there was insufficient evidence to say the language had the syntactic relation DSL 
Subject; rather, constituent order displayed pragmatic-semantic ordering (not unlike topic^com-
ment languages), was sensitive to spatial iconicity, and was influenced by language contact with 
Danish. Consider also three studies of Finnish SL (FinSL) which examined, in turn: (i) the order 
                                                
4 The ‘human first’ principle proposed by the authors echoes observations made by Coerts (1994) on constraints on 
constituent order in Netherlands SL (NGT). 
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of the verb and the A and P arguments in declarative transitive clauses (Jantunen 2008); (ii) the 
interpretation of elided arguments in clauses in FinSL (recall that this is a behavioural property 
that can be constrained by underlying grammatical relations) (Jantunen 2013); (iii) and the inter-
action of constructed action with clause structure (Jantunen 2017). The first study found variable 
sign order, frequent omitted arguments, and co-occurring gestural and mimetic elements; the sec-
ond that there was no evidence of a such a constraint (aka a syntactic pivot, see Section 5.2.2), 
and the third concluded that the clause (traditionally understood) may not be an appropriate unit 
to use in the future description of FinSL. 

The research into grammatical relations in DSL and FinSL, suggest that it may not just be very 
young and emergent SLs (Meir et al 2017) in which grammatical relations are not functional 
categories. 

3.2 Auslan 
Early studies of constituent order (Johnston 1989, 1991, 1996) reported that it was flexible and 
appeared to be sensitive to semantic, pragmatic and spatial factors. For example, the verb seman-
tics or the characteristics of named participants (human, animal, inanimate) and the relative in-
formation status of various constituents as topical, focussed, recoverable, or assumed appeared 
sufficient to constrain inferences about who could possibly be doing what to whom in a given 
utterance. In addition, the spatial realization of signs in the signing space could establish a scene 
of action that could override the potential significance given to the temporal order of signs therein. 
Different constituent orders could be interpreted the same way because interlocutors paid atten-
tion to all the above factors. 

Subsequent studies of constituent order questioned whether the grammatical relation subject 
was a feature of the grammar of Auslan. A comparative study of constituent order in Auslan, 
Flemish SL (VGT), and Irish SL (ISL) (Johnston et al 2007) concluded that simultaneous ele-
ments, spatial realization of arguments and verbs, and elided arguments were so frequent in these 
SLs that it was problematic to describe a basic constituent order based on these data, let alone do 
so in terms of the grammatical relations. De Beuzeville et al (2009) examined the modification of 
indicating verbs in Auslan. Indicating verbs (Liddell 2000) can be modified in direction and lo-
cation to show who does what to whom and are also known as agreement or agreeing verbs in the 
literature. These modifications have been claimed to be a form of verb agreement morphology in 
SLs (for an overview see Mathur & Rathmann 2012). (Recall that verb agreement morphology is 
a potential coding property associated with grammatical relations.) The study showed that such 
modification was neither obligatory nor systematic, and, moreover, that where modification was 
manifested, the signer was also engaged in a type of enactment, used depicting signs (Liddell 
2000), or used schematic visual representation (Cogill-Koez 2000a, 2000b). The study concluded 
that the morphological agreement markers, if that was indeed what these phenomena were in-
stances of, were perhaps not yet grammaticalized in Auslan. 

In a study on the factors influencing subject deletion in Auslan and New Zealand Sign Lan-
guage (NZSL) (McKee et al 2011) the strongest factor was shown to be co-reference: an actor-
like argument of a verb was much more likely to be deleted if the same actor-like argument oc-
curred in an immediately preceding clause. The authors were uncertain about the status of the 
omitted argument in these constructions, qualifying their use of the term subject in this way: “we 
adopt the term subject in the sense of a semantic macro-role such as ‘actor’ (Van Valin & LaPolla 
1997) [...] but we do not wish to make a claim that either Auslan or NZSL has a category of 
grammatical subject in the strictest sense.” (p.379) 

More recent research (Ferrara 2012, Hodge 2013) examined in more detail the impact of non-
conventional signs (i.e., gesture, enactment and constructed action) and symbolic indexical signs 
(i.e., pointing signs, depicting signs) on the structure of clauses. In one publication based on these 
studies, Ferrara & Johnston (2014) demonstrated how constructed action interacts with the struc-
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ture of clause-like units—forming tightly integrated composite utterances in which the con-
structed action could be the only representation of an argument. In another publication, Hodge & 
Johnston (2014) demonstrated that pointing signs, depicting signs, gestures and enactments facil-
itated the frequent omission of overt conventional lexical manual signs as referring expressions 
(arguments).  

4. Method 
Though it builds on previous work on constituent order, verb modification, depiction, pointing 
and enactment in clausal constructions in the language, this study adds two important types of 
data missing from earlier studies of Auslan, but found in the DSL and FinSL studies cited earlier. 
The first is the semantic role of arguments which allows one to determine the alignment of se-
mantic role with argument position in the clause and how this interacts with in the interpretation 
of omitted arguments in conjoined clauses. The second is the transitivity of the verb in a given 
clause so as to better determine the presence or absence of core arguments, and the role of any 
omitted argument if it would otherwise have been expected. 

4.1 The source of the data 
The data are drawn from the Auslan Corpus which consists of over 300 hours of video recordings 
of native or near-native deaf signers (Johnston 2008). In total, 413 video clips (24.7 hours of 
signed interaction) that had previously been segmented into signs and glossed were examined for 
this study. The annotation files for these clips (henceforth, the ‘texts’) were produced by 89 of 
the 100 individuals in the corpus.5 Approximately 12,689 clauses have been identified in these 
texts, of which 4,227 have been richly annotated for the semantic role of clause constituents (see 
Section §4.2). However, in only 89 of these texts (approximately 3.5 hours) was the segmentation 
into clauses comprehensive, i.e., accounting for the entire duration of the text, along with a com-
plete time aligned written free translation into English. These 89 texts contained monologic spon-
taneous narratives, re-tells or elicited responses to visual stimuli (pictures and videos), or re-
sponses to interview questions involving dialogue with the interviewer and another participant 
also being interviewed. The remaining 324 texts had only been previously annotated for clause 
boundaries when a phenomenon of relevance to previous research studies required them to be 
identified and annotated in detail, e.g. lexical frequency and grammatical class, the use of pointing 
actions, the use of mouth actions, the use of the perfective auxiliary FINISH, the use of constructed 
action, and the use of headshaking during negated clauses. The clauses in question had also been 
given aligned written free translations, but the entire text had been translated in only half of these. 

4.2 Study specific data preparation and annotation 
The annotation schema used in the Auslan Corpus is described in detail in Johnston (2010) and 
in the Auslan Corpus Annotation Guidelines (Johnston 2017). The ELAN6 annotation software 
used allows for the precise time-alignment of annotations with the corresponding video sources 
on multiple user-specifiable tiers (Wittenburg et al 2006). Only those annotation practices that are 
directly relevant to understanding the examples in this paper and how quantitative data were ex-
tracted are discussed here. 

For this study, the existing corpus datasets were enriched by adding annotations to delimit 
clauses and identify their core constituents and their semantic roles. The order in which constitu-
ents appear in the clause could then be correlated with these roles. Overall, the annotations can 
be grouped into two types: those aligned with particular signs and those aligned to the clause. 

                                                
5 All of the signers were right handed. Eleven left handed signers were excluded to simplify data processing. 
6 ELAN (Version 5.0) [Computer software]. (2017). Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. Retrieved from 
https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/ 
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4.2.1 Sign aligned annotations 
The Auslan texts use glosses that allow different types of semiotic signs as described above (con-
ventional signs, symbolic indexical signs, and non-conventional signs) to be distinguished from 
each other. This was primarily achieved by adding a prefix to the glosses of symbolic indexical 
signs and non-conventional signs. For example, depicting signs were preceded with DS, pointing 
signs with PT, gestural enactments with G(CA), and any other gestures with G. (Further specifica-
tions were sometimes added to each gloss—those used in examples cited in this paper are ex-
plained in §8 Appendix). A grammatical class tag, such as NOUN, VERB, ADJECTIVE, ADVERB, 
CONJUNCTION, was added on a daughter tier of the glossing tier in the ELAN annotation file. 
Verbs were also subcategorised as plain, depicting or indicating verbs, and on another daughter 
tier each token was tagged as modified or not modified.7 These glossing practices and tags made 
it possible to search and quantify the amount of verb modification present in the text and how this 
was distributed by sign type. 

At the individual sign level, clause constituents were identified as core (A or V) or non-core 
(nonA) following Van Valin & LaPolla (1997). If there was more than one verb or argument in a 
clause, each was suffixed with a number in the order of its appearance in the clause. Thus A was 
the only argument in a clause, A1 was the first in a two argument clause, and A2 was the second. 
No phrase level annotation has been carried out yet on the Auslan corpus due to limitations on 
time and resources, i.e., A was tagged to the head of a nominal phrase, and V to the head of a verb 
phrase, and adjectival or adverbial modifiers of these heads were tagged nonA, even though they 
are not circumstantial adjunct elements and are part of a core element of the clause. 

Arguments were further specified for the semantic role each played in the clause. The most 
general descriptors of ACTOR and UNDERGOER—the macro-roles used by Van Valin & LaPolla 
(1997)—were assigned during the first parse of the data. Then, in a second parse of the annota-
tions more detailed semantic roles were discriminated: ACTOR was further specified as AGENT, 
EXPERIENCER, SOURCE; UNDERGOER was further specified as PATIENT, GOAL, EXISTENT, BENEFI-
CIARY and EXPERIENCE, for two simple examples see (1), and (2).8 
(1)  
gloss                LITTLE      BOY      FIND        FROG 
grammatical class   ADJECTIVE  NOUN    VERB9      NOUN 
argument            nonA       A1       V           A2  
macro-role                      ACTOR   PROCESS   UNDERGOER 
semantic role                   AGENT   ACTION     PATIENT  
translation           ‘The little boy found the frog.’ 
source                                                         AFL_c7a,B=00:00:00.540,E=00:00:02.470 
(2) DOG           FALL 

NOUN         VERB 
A             V 
UNDERGOER   PROCESS  
PATIENT       ACTION 
‘The dog falls.’                                           ARG_c7a,B=00:02:11.597,E=00:02:12.940 

It was found necessary to augment the two existing macro-roles of ACTOR and UNDERGOER with 
two additional ones: CARRIER and ATTRIBUTE. This was done to distinguish verbless attributive 

                                                
7 In Auslan, and most other sign languages, plain verbs cannot be modified by moving them or placing them in space. 
Indicating and depicting verbs (also known as agreeing and classifier signs in the literature) can be modified in this way.  
8 See the Appendix for relevant SL glossing and transcription conventions used in this paper. The format of the Auslan 
Corpus source file citations is as follows: “ABC” = participant identifier; “cX” = task identifier; “B” = beginning time and “E” 
= end time in hrs:mins:secs.millisecs. 
9 Verbs have the macro-role label PROCESS which is further subcategorized as ACTION, STATE or RELATION. 
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clauses in which a noun or an adjective describes a quality attributed to another entity. The lan-
guage has no copula constructions (it has no verb ‘to be’) so the equivalent of The building is 
beautiful or The nurse is a man would simply have the CARRIER and ATTRIBUTE juxtaposed (e.g., 
BUILDING BEAUTIFUL, or NURSE MAN). These chunks are clauses rather than nominal phrases 
because pausing, prosody and the absence of other arguments or verbs clearly show that they are 
not part (i.e., an argument) of larger clausal units. CARRIER was further specified as TOPIC, or 
GROUND; ATTRIBUTE was further specified as COMMENT, or FIGURE, as in (3), (4), and (5). 
(3) SOME    DAYS     GOOD 

          A1        A2 
          CARRIER  ATTRIBUTE 
          TOPIC     COMMENT 
‘Some days (were) good.’                               MFK_c2a,B=00:00:18.475,E=00:00:20.295 

(4) HOT         SUN 
A1          A2 
ATTRIBUTE  CARRIER 
COMMENT   TOPIC 
‘The sun was hot’ (lit: ‘Hot was the sun.’)                AFL_c2b,B=00:00:45.405,E=00:00:45.770 

(5) NIGHT       MOON 
A1          A2 
CARRIER    ATTRIBUTE 
GROUND    FIGURE 
‘There was a moon in the night sky.’ (lit: ‘The night sky (has/with) a crescent moon.’) 
                                                          AAP_c7a,B=00:00:25.490,E=00:00:26.665 

The GROUND^FIGURE relationship is almost always used to locate something in a scene (5). The 
scene or background is the GROUND (often literally so) and is the CARRIER. The GROUND is in-
variably signed first so that the second element, the foreground, i.e., the FIGURE, can be located 
with reference to it. 

Some attributive clauses have only one sign, the ATTRIBUTE which is a COMMENT, with the 
CARRIER being a TOPIC which is understood from context. The TOPIC may simply be implied or 
it may have been previously overtly stated by the signer. In some cases, the conversational partner 
provides the TOPIC argument and the signer provides the COMMENT argument. In these cases, one 
could say the clause is jointly constructed by the interlocutors. 
(6) ALIVE 

A 
ATTRIBUTE 
COMMENT 
‘(You’re) alive!’                                          MTD_c7a,B=00:00:44.920,E=00:00:45.090 

4.2.2 Clause aligned annotations 
In a first pass for clause level annotations, the transitivity of clause, i.e., the number of participants 
each verb and its clause semantically involved, was identified. Participants are arguments of the 
verb as well as being core constituents of the clause. 

The term transitivity usually refers to the number of arguments that normally need to be ex-
pressed overtly in lexis or morpho-syntax with a given verb for a clause with that verb to be well-
formed in a given language. However, the transitivity annotations added in this study were used 
to assess if constituent arguments were always overtly expressed, or could be elided (or elided 
only under special circumstances). That is, each clause or complex sentence was examined to 
determine if it semantically involved one participant (intransitive) or at least two participants 
(transitive), and tagged accordingly (Table 1). Once this was done, it could then be determined if 
the participants were overtly expressed or if they were elided (but nonetheless assumed). Thus 
transitivity in this approach was related to the clause or complex sentence as a whole and was as 
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much a semantic as a syntactic phenomenon: transitivity was not just a feature of the verb alone 
(valency) (cf. Hopper and Thompson 2001). 
Table 1: Transitivity type 

Type Tag Type Tag 
Verb-centred  Verbless  

 Transitive t  two arguments juxtaposed (carrier^attribute) 
 in either order a_a 

  with topic-like fronted element top_t  one argument alone (attribute-only) _a_ 
 Intransitive i Fragment ø 
  with topic-like fronted element top_i   

A type of verbless attributive clause was also recognized. These clauses typically had two overt 
arguments (or participants)—the CARRIER and the ATTRIBUTE—but no verb (examples (3) to (5)) 
They also sometimes consisted of only one argument, the ATTRIBUTE, with the second argument, 
the CARRIER, an omitted topic understood from context, example (6). 

Where the first core constituent, or the phrase it occurs in, is set off from the remainder of the 
clause prosodically (with what has been described in the literature as a topic marker, often realised 
with raised eye-brows) yet in meaning and overall delivery still appears to be part of the core of 
the clause, the transitivity type was tagged as top_t or top_i, as the case may be. (This helped us 
later determine if any particular constituent order always required this feature.) 

In the second pass for clause and sentence level annotations, we tagged the relationship of 
clauses to each other and for the larger units that these then formed, i.e., complex sentences. They 
were tagged as SINGLE clauses or COMPOSITE if they were complex sentences (see Table 2). In-
teractive gestures, exclamations, backchannels, and salutations were tagged as FRAGMENTS. 
Table 2: Utterance types and clause relationship tags 

Utterance type TAG 
fragment FRAGMENT 

clause 

single (aka clause, simple sentence) SINGLE 

COMPOSITE 
(aka complex sen-
tence) 

linked 
hypotaxis (unequal status) INDEPENDENT 

DEPENDENT 

parataxis (equal status) initiating 
continuing 

MATRIX 

embedded (argument of matrix) 
PRE-CONTAINED 
CONTAINED 
POST-CONTAINED 

embedded (modifier of argument of matrix) 

PRE-CONTAINED 
CONTAINED 
POST-CONTAINED 

Single clauses are ‘stand-alone’ utterances insofar as they are not overtly linked to or embedded 
in another clause. Composite clauses (i.e., complex sentences) can be clause complexes (units in 
which two or more clauses are linked in a hypotactic or paratactic relation) or complex clauses 
(units in which one clause is embedded or CONTAINED in another matrix clause).  

Hypotaxis (the linking together to two clauses of unequal status) can be marked with an overt 
manual subordinating conjunction, or prosodically with a rising (visual) intonation that suggests 
the utterance unit is ‘incomplete’ and dependent on another which immediately follows. In both 
cases, each clause may also be articulated in contrastive locations in the signing space (left versus 
right, or high versus low). Parataxis (the linking of clauses with equal status) can be marked with 
an overt manual co-ordinating conjunction. However, overt manual clausal co-ordination is often 
not found in Auslan where it might be expected; rather, sequences of two or more clauses are 
simply uttered together under a single unifying prosodic contour bounded by pauses or changes 
in signing rate.10 When the unfolding of a discourse suggests little more than the subsequent 
addition of another event such sequences are not tagged as composite clauses. 
                                                
10 The high frequency of verb-only clauses can thus make it sometimes difficult to distinguish between single clauses 
with serial verb-like constructions, and co-ordinated clauses. Assuming both have a single prosodic contour, one can only 
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An embedded (CONTAINED) clause can be a complement (argument) of a verb in the matrix 
sentence, or be one that modifies an argument head in the matrix clause but does not itself con-
stitute an argument of the verb in the matrix sentence. The material before or after the embedded 
clause is tagged as PRE-CONTAINED and POST-CONTAINED and together with the contained clause 
this constitutes the MATRIX sentence. The PRE-CONTAINED, CONTAINED and POST-CONTAINED 
tags are used in order to avoid pre-judging the nature of the embedded relation at the very begin-
ning of the annotation process because the label subordinate clause often conflates three different 
types of subordination: hypotactic subordination, subordinate complement clause, and subordi-
nate relative clause. 

Using this approach, the simple clauses in examples (1) and (2) were annotated as t single and 
i single respectively. In a complex sentence, like (7), there are two units (in square brackets): (i) 
the contained or embedded clause MARRY 1947, a clause with just a core verb and no overt argu-
ments (i.e., a V only clause); and (ii) the matrix sentence WELL THINK MARRY 1947 with two 
verbs in which the second verb, and its assumed argument(s) and temporal adjunct, is an argument 
of the first matrix verb (i.e., the matrix sentence has a VA argument order). 
(7) WELL  THINK          MARRY  1947. 

nonA  V             V       nonA 
[t................]         [i.......................] 
[PRE-CONTAINED]     [CONTAINED.......] 
[MATRIX..............................................] 
[       V                   A          ] 
‘Well, (I) think (that they) married in 1947.’             MBH_c5,B=00:01:34.950,E=00:01:41.450 

In (8) there is (i) a contained or embedded clause, WHO GROW-UP ORAL, which is a defining 
relative intransitive clause with one overt argument (the relative pronoun WHO) and a verb (i.e., 
it is an A V clause); and (ii) a matrix complex sentence PRO1 HAVE FRIEND WHO GROW-UP ORAL, 
is transitive with two arguments, PRO1 and FRIEND, i.e., it has an A1 V A2 argument order. The 
embedded clause is not a separate argument of the matrix verb HAVE; it simply modifies FRIEND. 

(8) PRO→1  HAVE   FRIEND   WHO   GROW-UP   ORAL 
A1      V       A2        A      V           nonA 
[t.................................]   [i.................................] 
[MATRIX...............................................................] 
[A1     V       A2                               ] 
‘I have a friend who grew up orally.’                    MKB2_c4a,B=00:03:12.600,E=00:03:15.190 

In (9), a complex sentence, there are two separate clauses with no overlap for the purposes of 
determining constituent order.  

(9) DOG  GALLOP          BECAUSE FS:BEE  FOLLOW  BEE  FOLLOW  PRO→3 
A     V                nonA     A1      V        A1   V        A2 
[i………….....]        [t………………………………………………….] 
[INDEPENDENT]        [DEPENDENT………………….……………....….] 
[CLAUSE COMPLEX…………………………………………....………......] 
‘The dog bounded off because the bees were chasing it.’ 
                                                          MTD_c7a,B=00:01:23.450,E=00:01:26.692 

In some languages subordinate clauses have a different constituent order from independent or 
embedded clauses in complex sentences (Dryer 2013). This may, in fact, be one way of marking 
clauses as subordinate in these languages. Thus, it is possible that one of these types of subordi-
nate clause in Auslan may display distinctive or marked constituent order (see section 5.2.3). 

                                                
apply semantic criteria to distinguish these: ‘single complex event’ suggests a serial verb construction, ‘two related events’ 
suggests a paratactic relation. 
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4.2.3 Semantico-syntactic roles 
In order to track behavioural and coding properties that are associated with grammatical relations, 
it is necessary to determine how argument position and transitivity type are related. This was 
achieved by tagging the various alignments of clause argument and transitivity tags described 
above. When quantified and their distribution mapped, one can then determine if the patterns are 
tendencies that are driven by various semantic and pragmatic factors, or are highly constrained 
and instantiate constructional schemas based on grammatical relations. 

The semantico-syntactic role labels A, S and P were used to do the alignment tagging (Comrie 
1978, 1981, Croft 1990, Dryer 1997b, Dixon 1979, 2010, Payne 1997). In brief, in transitive 
clauses the most actor- or agent-like argument is labelled A (for actor/agent), and the most un-
dergoer- or patient-like argument is labelled P (for patient). In intransitive clauses the single ar-
gument is labelled S (for single argument, not subject). Some notations further discriminate be-
tween SA and SP, with the subscripts distinguishing A-like and P-like single arguments. This sub-
categorization was adopted here. 

For example, in (1), a transitive clause, the alignment of A1, ACTOR and AGENT is A; V, PRO-
CESS and ACTION is V; and A2, UNDERGOER and PATIENT is P, so we have the pattern AVP using 
these semantico-syntactic labels. 

A transitive clause with both A and P overtly expressed could potentially also be realised in 
one of the following five core sign orders: PVA, APV, PAV, VAP, VPA. They are all attested in 
declarative clauses in the dataset:11 The verbs in these clauses (except example (14)) are not spa-
tially modified, even though they could have been, i.e., they are not plain verbs. 
(10) SHEEP   CATCH-BITE   WOLF 

P        V             A 
‘The wolf mauled the sheep’                            MBC_c2a,B=00:01:07.272,E=00:01:10.182 

(11) WELL   WOLF   ALL   CATCH+EAT+ELIMINATE 
        A       P     V 
‘’The wolf caught and ate all (of the sheep), eliminating (them).  
                                                            SMG_c2a,B=00:02:10.399,E=00:02:15. 

(12) BOY     MOTHER  BRUSH-HAIR 
P       A         V 
‘A mother brushes her boy’s hair.’ (lit: ‘A boy a mother hairbrushes’) 
                                                         MBC_c9a,B=00:03:02.150,E=00:03:06.201 

VAP clauses are rare and in all of examples found to date in which the verbs are not spatially 
modified the P argument is an embedded clause (13). 

(13) THINK      PRO→3    DEAF      INVOLVE 
[V          A]        [P         V        ] 
[V          A                 P           ] 
‘They thought (that) deaf people were involved.’        PCN_c4a,B=00:03:54.535,E=00:03:56.680 

Similarly, VPA clauses are very rare (only one token located at the time of writing). In this ex-
ample there is a complex pattern in which both the V and the P are doubled (VPVAP). Unlike the 
examples given above it does, however, involve sign modification (see comments at (32)). 

(14) FOLLOW   PRO→3      FOLLOW     QUEUELOW→HIGH  FS:BEE  PRO→3 
V         P          V                          A         P 
‘A swarm of bees chased the dog’ / ‘It (the dog) was chased by bees in a line, it was’ 
                                                          AJP_c7a,B=00:00:58.873,E=00:01:01.600 

                                                
11 Henceforth, in order to save space and for ease of reading, all examples will show the semantico-syntactic label only. 
Thus, in (10) and following examples, A stands for “Agent-like argument in a transitive clause” and not “sole Argument in 
a clause” (as in the previous original argument structure-based tagging examples). 
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There are four distinct ordering possibilities in intransitive clauses that have an overt argument 
expressed: SAV, VSA, SPV, VSP. The verbs in the following examples are also not spatially mod-
ified. 
(15) WOLF  COME 

SA      V 
‘The wolf approaches.’                                  BDC_c2a,B=00:01:51.115,E=00:01:51.895 

(16) GO    BED    GET-INTO-BED  BOY 
V            V              SA 
‘The boy goes and gets into bed.’                       MVS_c7a,B=00:00:08.944,E=00:00:10.874 

(17) SURPRISINGLY  FROG    DISAPPEAR 
                SP       V 
‘Surprisingly (for the boy), the frog had disappeared.’  SMC_c7a,B=00:00:15.550,E=00:00:17.131 

(18) BREAK    FS:GLASS 
V         SP 
The glass (jar) breaks.                                  AJP_c7a,B=00:00:39.320,E=00:00:40.520 

4.2.4 Constructed action 
Constructed action (henceforth CA) is a type of enactment or role play “that represents one role 
or combination of roles depicting actions, utterances, thoughts, attitudes and/or feelings of refer-
ents other than the signer (narrator).” (Cormier et al 2015a:195) It is very common in SLs studied 
to date, but there is also considerable variation in signer styles due to both individual temperament 
(e.g., reserved versus expressive signers) and collective cultural and language norms. CA may 
occur over a single sign in a clause, a group of signs in a clause, the entire clause, or over several 
clauses. The annotations for CA are thus either sign-aligned or clause-aligned as the case may be. 

Following the terminology of Cormier et al (2015a) three degrees or levels of CA were distin-
guished: ‘overt’, ‘reduced’ and ‘subtle’ (cf. ‘exaggerated’, ‘moderate’, and ‘slight’ in Quinto-
Pozos & Mehta (2010)). Briefly, overt CA involves all articulators—non-manual expression, the 
hands and body—fully engaged in a non-conventional enactment. In (19) the signer has taken on 
the persona of the boy who is holding on to the edges of a hole in a tree while he peers inside 
looking for a frog. Full CA is tagged on the CA-tier and is glossed with a description of the manual 
aspects of the enactment prefixed with G(CA) to mark its semiotic type. Annotations are also made 
on other non-manual tiers as appropriate. 

(19)                  
head              THRUST-FORWARD 
eyes              WIDE-EYES 
mouth gesture   CA:ADV 
gloss             G(CA):HANDS-ON-HOLE-OPENING 
argument         V 
CA                [CA:BOY.....................................] 
translation       ‘(The boy) holds on (to the opening of the hole in the tree) and peers inside.’ 
                                                                 SGMc7a,B=00:01:22.800,E=00:01:23.870 

Reduced CA involves two or more non-manuals during the production of a co-occurring manual 
sign or signs. The CA is tagged on the dedicated CA-tier, and the other non-manuals are tagged 
as appropriate. In (20) the signer doubles the articulation of the lexical sign LOOK (one for each 
agent) which are also directed downwards (showing where they looked), while enacting the boy 
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looking down at the frog in the jar by tilting her head down and gazing downwards (the two non-
manuals). 

(20)                  
                 TILT-DOWN 
                 DOWN 
                 CA:ADV 
WITH     DOG   LOOK-2H 
          SA     V 
                 [CA:BOY&DOG.........] 
‘(The boy) and the dog both look down contentedly (at the frog in the jar).’ 
                                                          AFL_c7a,B=00:00:04.730,E=00:00:05.970 

Subtle CA involves a non-manual articulator activated during the production of a co-occurring 
manual sign or signs. In (21) the signer pouts and frowns, looking disdainful while signing SEND-
TO. This type of subtle CA is annotated on the appropriate non-manual tier (e.g., mouth gesture, 
head, gaze, as the case may be) without any additional annotation on the dedicated CA tier. During 
SEND-TO (which is repeated) the mouth gesture shows how the action was done by the understood 
agent (the education authorities), i.e., with disdain (without regard to the needs of the deaf chil-
dren). Compare this to the final parenthetical sign WELL where the signer has switched to her own 
perspective which she conveys to the interlocutor who she is now looking at. Here the mouth 
gesture annotation COMMENT is not prefixed with CA. 

(21)         
                                 CA:ADV              COMMENT 
 SEND-TO3A→3B        SEND-TO3A→3B         WELL 
V                    V 
‘(They) perfunctorily send (them) there (a deaf unit where there aren’t any competent 
Auslan teachers), can you believe it, eh?’              SMG_c4a,B=00:09:23.360,E=00:09:25.270 

The annotations described in this section identify clauses, their core constituents, the role these 
constituents play in the clause, and the order in which they appear. Taken together one can then 
use them to map the distribution of coding and behaviour properties associated with grammatical 
relations.  

5 Results 
The distributional data are based a subset of 52 texts which have been exhaustively annotated 
without any gaps, from beginning to end. Doing so gives us a better idea of the likely frequency 
with which each type of pattern occurs overall, though of course there are many more annotated 
clause tokens in the corpus as a whole. There are approximately 3,550 clauses (i.e., excluding 
fragments) in these 52 texts, representing only a third of all the clauses identified to date. The 
examples given below are, however, drawn from the entire corpus. (The clearest example that 
could be found was used in each case.) 
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5.1 Coding properties 

5.1.1 Constituent order 

5.1.1.1 Transitive clauses 
All possible constituent orders for transitive clauses were attested, though some were rare (Table 
3). 
Table 3: Distribution of constituent order patterns in transitive clauses 

  Arg Verb Verb Arg Verb-only Arg Verb Arg Arg Arg Verb Verb Arg Arg Total 
Transitive only AV PV VA VP V AVP PVA APV PAV VAP VPA  
% of transitives 11.6 4.9 0.4 27.8 27.2 23.7 0.2 1.6 0.9 1.5 0.2 100 
% of sub-type 70.3 29.7 1.5 98.6 100 98.9 1.1 63.3 36.7 90 10  
% of all clauses            35 

In clauses with two overt arguments the A argument preceded the P argument in the majority of 
cases, and the verb was medial, i.e., the most frequent order was AVP. It was rare that both these 
arguments were full nominals—typically one of the overt arguments was realised as a manual 
pronominal pointing sign. Some of the possible attested orders with two overt arguments were 
very rare, so clauses with two overt arguments were overwhelmingly in the AVP configuration. 

However, almost half (45%) of transitive clauses had only one overt argument. The A argument 
was overwhelmingly found in a pre-verbal position but in a small number of examples it was 
found post-verbally. The P argument, on the other hand, often occurred in pre-verbal position, 
even though a clear majority of tokens occurred post-verbally. Verb-only clauses were very fre-
quent, at 27% of all transitive clauses. (To be precise of these 93% had a only a core verb sign or 
signs while 7% had other adjunct elements, but still no overt core arguments.) 

Not only was every possible order attested, but there were tokens of each type in which there 
was no sign modification (no incorporation of a classifier handshape, no modification of verb sign 
direction and/or no placement of nominal arguments in the signing space) or the presence of con-
structed action that could have helped constrain inferences regarding the role of the overt argu-
ment(s) in the state of affairs in the clause. (Whether or not these modifications ‘encode’ semantic 
roles and grammatical relations is moot, see §5 Discussion.) 

Examples of transitive clauses with two overt arguments and no sign modification have already 
been given, see (1) and (10) to (14). The following examples of the remaining transitive construc-
tion types that have at least one argument omitted similarly have no sign modification: 
(22) ALRIGHT    PRO1   REMOVE   ONE    DAY  

            A       V   
‘Okay then, I’m suspending (you) a day’ (the school principal said). 
                                                          SGM_c3,B=00:02:22.390,E=00:02:23.670 

(23) WELL   WINDOW      WINDOW-OPEN 
        P             V 
‘Well/so, (the boy) opens the window.’                  SLR_c7a,B=00:00:40.480,E=00:00:42.400 

(24) LUCKY   HELP   SISTER   LOC/PRO→3 
         V      A        A 
‘Fortunately, my sister was able to help (my mother).’    MBH_c5,B=00:00:42.890,E=00:00:44.105 

(25) FIND      HOLE 
V         P 
‘(The boy) finds a hole.’                                  AAP_c7a,B=00:01:42.208,E=00:01:43.339 

(26) FEW   DAY   LATER  REPEAT  
                     V 
‘A few days later, (he) repeated (it)’                      BFS_c2a,B=00:00:58.183,E=00:01:00.333 
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Half of the transitive clauses did, however, have some type of sign modification that could be said 
to have favoured a particular participant referent role identification irrespective of the temporal 
order in which they appeared. The following examples mirror examples (1) and (10) to (26), but 
each, as explained, has a modification that narrows the set of plausible inferences that can be 
drawn. 

In (27), an AVP clause, the sign LOOK is directed down to an imaginary jar (previously located) 
in which the frog is sitting. 
(27) BOY  LOOK→3  WITH  DOG  NEXT  LOOK→3  CUTE  FROG 

A    V              A            V               P 
The boy and the dog next to him look down at the cute frog.                  
                                                          MTF_c7a,B=00:00:15.830,E=00:00:20.960 

In (28), a PVA clause, the verb FOLLOW is directed low into the signing space (a dog is more 
likely to be located low, on the ground, than bees). 
(28) DET=DOG  FOLLOW→3LOW  FS:BEE 

      P     V             A 
‘The bees pursue the dog.’ or ‘The dog is pursued by the bees.’ 
                                                          AJP_c7a,B=00:00:55.370,E=00:00:58.480 

In (29), an APV clause, the main verb is supported by a second enactment verb, G(CA):OPEN-
WINDOW, which mimics a person lifting up something, resolving any ambiguity. (Without the 
clarifying enactment the clause could also mean ‘Meanwhile, the boy is at an open window.’) 
(29) AT-THE-SAME-TIME  BOY  WINDOW  OPEN+G(CA):OPEN-WINDOW 

                     A    P         V 
‘Meanwhile, the boy opens the window.’                PDC_c7a,B=00:00:39.510,E=00:00:42.340 

In (30), a PAV clause, the verb CLIMB is moved up and over the left hand representing the log 
(and, of course, the boy is the only animate participant so he must be the climber). 
(30) DSS(BENT5):CYLINDER(LOG)  FS:L(OG)  BOY DSS(BENT5):CYLINDER(LOG)=CLIMB 

P                            P         A                                 V 
‘The boy climbs a large log.’  (lit: ‘The log the boy climbs-it’) 
                                                          SLR_C7a,B=00:02:57.430,E=00:03:00.560 

In (31), a VAP clause, the verb HERD is directed low in the signing space, towards the sheep. 
(31) HERD→LOW3 YOUNG BOY  HERD→LOW3  SHEEP ON MOUNTAIN VILLAGE 

V                 A    V          P 
‘A young boy herded sheep on a village mountain side.’ 
                                                         AMM_c2a,B=00:00:11.360,E=00:00:14.800 

In (32), a VPA clause, the QUEUE involves many entities in a row (thus implies bees) and is di-
rected diagonally up towards the right of the signer (thus implies airborne and swarming down 
towards the level of the dog). 
(32) FOLLOW  PRO→3   FOLLOW  QUEUELOW→HIGH FS:BEE  PRO→3 

V        P       V                      A       P 
‘A swarm of bees chased the dog’ / ‘It (the dog) was chased by bees in a line.’ 
                                                          AJP_c7a,B=00:00:58.873,E=00:01:01.600 

In (33) an AV clause, the verb FOLLOW is directed diagonally upwards (the dog is on the ground 
and the boy is on the head of the deer). 
(33) DOG  FOLLOW→3HIGH 

A    V 
‘The dog follows (the boy riding on the head of the deer) 
                                                          AFL_c7a,B=00:00:54.900,E=00:00:55.810 
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In (34), a PV clause, the verb TAKE begins low in the signing space and moves up towards the 
signer (the family of frogs are sitting on the ground). 

(34) TINY  BABY  TAKE 3LOW→1 
      P     V 
‘(The boy) takes a small baby (frog)’                   PDC_c7a,B=00:02:27.080,E=00:02:28.250 

In (35), a VA clause, the depicting verb expressing the movement of many small things is directed 
from left to right in the signing space, thus in the direction of the dog (the right has been estab-
lished in the preceding clause as the current location of the dog). 

(35) FOLLOW(5-WIGGLE)3LEFT→3RIGHT   FS:BEES 
V                               A 
The bees pursue (the dog) in a swarm.                 ARG_c7a,B=00:01:36.855,E=00:01:38.635 

In (36), a VP clause, LOOK is directed up and to the left with upturned head and gaze also towards 
the target. 

(36) LOOK →3UP-LEFT  TREE  DSS(5):CYLINDRICAL-VERTICAL(tree-trunk) 
V             P 
[CA:BOY      ] 
‘(The boy) looks up and sees a tree over there.’         SSN_c7a,B=00:01:02.750,E=00:01:04.220 

In (37), a verb-only transitive clause, TEASE is modified and directed towards the signer who has 
assumed the role of the villagers. 

(37) TEASE 3→1 
V 
‘(The boy) is teasing (us).                              MCD_c2a,B=00:01:08.833,E=00:01:09.425 

5.1.1.2 Intransitive clauses 
In intransitive clauses just over half (55%) consisted of a single core sign—the verb (specifically 
88% with only the verb sign or signs, and 12% also with adjunct elements but still no overt core 
argument) (Table 4). 
Table 4: Distribution of constituent order patterns in intranstive clauses 

  Arg Verb Verb Arg Verb-only Total 
Intransitive only SaV SpV VSa VSp V  
% of intransitives 33.8 5.5 2.5 3.0 55.2 100 
% of sub-type 86.0 14.1 44.7 55.3 100  
% of all clauses      50 

Of the remaining clauses, almost all had a pre-verbal argument (39.3% had a pre-verbal argument, 
and only 5.5% had a post-verbal argument). The SA argument overwhelmingly occured before the 
verb, but post-verbal occurrences were attested. And the SP argument was attested on either side 
of the verb with almost equal frequency. Thus if the argument in an intransitive clause was post-
verbal it was equally likely to be an SA or an SP argument.  

Thus, every possible constituent order for intransitive clause is also attested (Table 4) and once 
again there are examples of each pattern that do not have any sign modification (examples (15) 
to (18) above), and others in which there is sign modification that favours a particular semantic 
role interpretation of the argument (examples (38) to (41) below). 

In (38) the verb YES is lowered and oriented diagonally to the right and away from the signer 
(the tortoise has been previously located in this area). 
(38)                  NOD 

RABBIT  YES→3RIGHT-LOW 

SA      V 
‘The hare nodded in agreement at the tortoise.’         STC_c2b,B=00:00:40.182,E=00:00:41.190 

In (39) the verb FALL begins where the sign DOG has been located and then moves down. 
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(39) WELL  COINCIDENTALLY  DOG¯3 FALL3HIGH→3LOW 
                         SP     V 
‘The dog, as it happened, fell down too.’               PDC_c7a,B=00:00:46.580,E=00:00:48.860 

 

In (40) the depicting verb DSM begins low in the signing space at a location associated with the 
rabbit in the burrow. 

(40) FBUOY:DSS(BC):OBJECT-CIRCULAR¯3= DSM(1-VERT):ENTITY-MOVE-UP(rabbit)3LOW→1 RABBIT 
                                      V                                           SA 
[CA:BOY..........................................................................................................................] 
‘A rabbit pops up from a hole (towards the boy gazing down).’ 
                                                          AVB_c7a,B=00:00:52.990,E=00:00:55.030 

In (41) the verb DISAPPEAR is placed low in the signing space in front of the signer and the point-
ing sign DET/LOC is also directed to that location (where previously the frog had been located).  

(41) DISAPPEAR¯3LOW  DET/LOC→3LOW  FROG 
 V                              SP 
[CA:BOY………………………………] 
(The boy looking down sees that) the frog had disappeared. 
                                                          ADC_c7a,B=00:00:31.440,E=00:00:32.861 

Finally there are examples of intransitive clauses in which there is no overt manual argument, i.e., 
they are verb-only. Of course, these have no ordering of the overt manual arguments with respect 
to the verb, but each type has tokens that have unmodified verbs or modified verbs. Examples of 
elided SA 
(42) M:SO  SPRINT 

       V 
‘So then (the hare) sprints off.’                          AFL_c2b,B=00:01:09.709,E=00:01:10.704 

In (43) the verbs WALK and GO are directed to the right side of the signer (the boy and the dog are 
associated with the signer). 

(43) WALK→3  GO→3 

V        V 
‘(The boy and the dog) walk away.’                    ADC_c7a,B=00:02:35.124,E=00:02:36.364 

Examples of elided SP: 
(44) SLEEP 

V 
‘(The hare) goes to sleep.’                              AFL_c2b,B=00:00:42.383,E=00:00:43.093 

In (45) the verb DIE is first located low and centre-left, then repeated further left (in an area pre-
viously associated with the grazing sheep). 

(45) DIE¯3CENTRE.LEFT-LOW¯3LEFT-LOW 

V 
‘(All the sheep) died.’                                    SSS_c2a,B=00:01:25.100,E=00:01:25.745 

5.1.1.3 Verbless attributive clauses 
In verbless carrier-attribute clauses, over half (59.4%) have both arguments juxtaposed and in 
76% of these the carrier occurs first followed by the attribute, in a classic topic-comment pattern 
(Table 5). The majority of these clause types (66%) also contain nonA elements which modify or 
specify one of the two arguments, as in (3). 
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Table 5: Distribution of constituent order patterns in verbless attributive clauses 
  Arg Arg Arg-only Total 
Verbless Carrier-Attribute Attribute-Carrier Attribute Carrier  
% of verbless 45.1 14.3 40.5 0 100 
% of sub-type 76.0 24.0 100 0  
% of all clauses     15 

Almost all of the 24% which are ATTRIBUTE^CARRIER constructions are actually of the 
GROUND^FIGURE sub-type that involve some kind of spatial relationship between the arguments 
(5). Interestingly, 40% of all verbless clauses consist of only one argument (by definition the 
ATTRIBUTE, either a COMMENT or FIGURE) with the CARRIER, either a TOPIC or GROUND, being 
assumed from the discourse context (6). 

5.1.1.4 Doubling constructions 
A noticeable feature of constituent order patterns is the phenomenon of doubling. Doubling oc-
curs when a constituent appears twice in a clause, each in a different position, without there being 
any significant pausing or non-manual behaviour that sets the doubled element off from the rest 
of the clause, i.e., it is not a tag. The second occurrence is often clause final. 

Doubling has been observed in many SLs (de Quadros & Lillo-Martin 2010, Cecchetto, 2012) 
and occurs with a range of different types of signs: pronominal pointing signs, verbs, WH-signs, 
negators, modals, auxiliaries, and adverbs. All these types of doubling are attested in the Auslan 
Corpus.  

An example of a doubled pronominal pointing sign (cf ‘pronoun copy’ Padden 1988, Bos 1995) 
in is found in (46) (the P argument) and (47) (the A argument): 

(46) BECAUSE   PRO→3RIGHT     CALL   PRO→3LEFT   LIAR   PRO→3LEFT  
‘because they called him a liar’                         MBH_c2a,B=00:01:14.110,E=00:01:15.870 

(47)                                                   
PRO→2  TAKE  BOTH  PRO→2  
‘Will you take both of them?’                             MBH_c5,B=00:07:12.451,E=00:07:13.560 

WH-doubling is exemplified in (48) (A argument bracketing), (49) (P argument bracketing), and 
(50) (CARRIER bracketing) 

(48)                                                                                                      
WHO   NUMBER   ONE   HAVE  BLACK   BLAC K   WHO 
‘Who has the number one black (card)?’               AAM2_c7b,B=00:00:51.540,E=00:00:54.040 

(49) [AND   DEPEND]   [WHO   PRO→2   TALK   FS:TO   WHO] 
‘And it depends on who you talk to.’                     AAM1_c4,B=00:06:12.305,E=00:06:13.780 

(50)                                                            
WHO   POSS→2   TEACHER   WHO 
‘Who is your teacher?’                                    SKJ_c3,B=00:01:35.430,E=00:01:37.010 

Two types of verb doubling have been identified in the literature: (i) simple repetition of the first 
verb in the second slot (aka verb echoes in Pinsonneault 1994); and (ii) modified repetition of the 
first verb in the second slot (aka verb sandwiches in Fischer & Janis, 1990). Example (51) has a 
simple repetition and (52) has a modified form (HERD is moved from left to right). 
(51) ONE  DAY  BOY  HERD  SHEEP  HERD  

‘One day the boy herded the sheep.’                    AKO_c2a,B=00:00:02.530,E=00:00:07.850 

(52) HERD  BOY   HERD3LEFT→3RIGHT  
‘The boy herded (the sheep)’                            BFP_c2a,B=00:01:16.400,E=00:01:19.480 
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Negators (53) and modal auxiliaries (54) are also frequently doubled:12 
(53) PEOPLE  NOT  COME  NOT 

‘The people (from the village) didn’t come’              SSN_c2a,B=00:01:22.275,E=00:01:24.475 

(54) PRO→2  SHOULD  ACCEPT  FS:BY   NOW   SHOULD 
‘They should accept (it) by now’                        MKB2_c4a,B=00:07:06.434,E=00:07:09.094 

Less frequently, modifiers such as adverbs are also be doubled, without (55) or with (56) a core 
sign also being doubled: 
(55) SOMETIME  ALL  DEAF  SOMETIME  

‘Sometimes all (of the children in a family) are deaf’     MVS_c4,B=00:22:04.476,E=00:22:06.416 
(56) PRO→2→1→2    TIME   LONG-AGO  ALIVE   NOT-YET   PRO→2→1→2    LONG-AGO  

‘You and I were not yet alive in those earlier times.’     PCH_c4a,B=00:17:49.753,E=00:17:52.937 

Indeed, there are examples in the Auslan Corpus in which two core constituent signs are doubled 
in the same clause—a phenomenon said not to be possible for some sign languages (de Quadros 
& Lillo-Martin 2010, Cecchetto, 2012), see (32). (In (32) the signer doubles the verb and the 
patient argument. Note, there is no suggestion of disfluency.) 

Even a full lexical nominal core argument can be doubled, but this is very rare and only a 
handful of examples have been found:  

(57)                                                                                                                                                                         
HEARING-PEOPLE  DSS(5-HORI):MANY-ENTITIES(people-crowd-around)  HEARING-PEOPLE 
‘Were hearing people in the crowd standing around?’    MSL_c5_CLU#144,B=501331,E=503540 

(58) LUNGS  FS:LUNG  BURST  LUNGS 
‘(His/The) lungs had burst.’                              MBH_c5,B=00:02:55.155,E=00:02:58.500 

(59) DISCUSSION  CAN  UNDERSTAND  DISCUSSION  UNIT 
‘I could understand the discussion in the group.’       ADC_c4a,B=00:04:26.710,E=00:04:28.830 

Note that there is no non-manual marking or pausing that might suggest that DISCUSSION is topi-
calized. (Such marking could be used to argue that the first instance is actually the double of the 
second instance.) 

Doubled core constituents ‘leapfrog’ at least one other core constituent and, by so doing, create 
an additional argument position in the clause. Thus, an AVP clause becomes an AVPA clause, or 
an SV clause becomes an SVS clause. Doubling thus raises two issues of relevance to this study: 
(i) how are clauses with doubled core constituents treated; and (ii) is doubling restricted to certain 
types of constituents? 

With respect to (i), we assume, as do most of the accounts of doubling in the literature, that the 
second instance of a core element in a clause is a recurrence of the first. Consequently, the con-
stituent order of these clauses is described as if they did not have the doubled constituent. Thus, 
patterns like AVPA are ‘simplified’ and counted as instances of AVP for the purposes of this 
study. The majority of clauses in our dataset do not have doubling and, of those that do, in most 
cases one appears to be able to delete the doubled element without changing the meaning of the 
clause in any noticeable way, as in examples (46) to (59). (Indeed, given the relative flexibility in 
the ordering of constituents already reported on, it should come as no surprise that if the first 
instance is removed, an intelligible and acceptable utterance also remains. Perhaps this is yet 
another indication that constituent order is not driven by grammatical relations in the language.) 

                                                
12 Johnston (2018) found that with doubled negators, the final doubled negator was often the only one that also carried 
a non-manual headshake and thus could be seen as ‘modified’. In this sense, the phenomenon is not unlike the second 
verb in verb sandwiches. 
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Given that less than 5% of clause tokens displayed doubling of a core constituent (verb or argu-
ment) our simplification of the coding for these clauses made no real difference in the ranking of 
constituent order types. 

With respect to (ii), the exact function of doubling is not yet well understood and more research 
is needed on which constituents are able to undergo doubling, how frequently doubling occurs, 
and what the overall communicative effect of doubling is. Nonetheless, a frequency ranking of 
patterns of doubled core consitutents found in the dataset was lead by verbs (over half of all 
tokens), followed by pronominal pointing signs, WH-question signs, negators and auxiliaries. 
However, WH-question clauses appear to have the highest percentage of the constructions they 
appear in with a double, and doubled manual negators were also very common in negated clauses 
(cf Zeshan 2004, 2006, Oomen & Pfau 2017, Johnston 2018). And, as we have seen, even non-
core nominal and verbal modifiers (adjectives and adverbs) and sentential adverbials are attested 
in doubling constructions but, by definition, these doubles do not create additional core constitu-
ent slots in the clause (thus they are not included in the 5% mentioned above). 

These data suggest that almost any manual sign in the clause can be a candidate for doubling, 
irrespective of its position or role. The choice of which element to double would therefore appear 
to be structurally unconstrained—it is not restricted to a constituent in the slot of any particular 
grammatical relation. Further research may reveal semantic and pragmatic factors that influence 
the decision to double, e.g., doubling alone may be one way of making a constituent more focal 
(cf Kimmelman 2011). The form of most clauses may also be relevant in this regard—they are 
commonly quite short, usually contain a verb, and nominal expression (which is often a pronom-
inal pointing sign). This fact alone may be the very reason verbs and pronominal pointing signs 
are the most frequently occurring doubled constituents. Finally, doubling may even have a rhyth-
mic and prosodic relationship to the clause as a whole (cf Crasborn & Van der Kooij 2013). 

5.1.1.4 Summary of constituent order 
Every possible order with or without omitted arguments is attested for transitive, intransitive and 
verbless clauses, but some are very rare ( 
Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: Distribution of constituent orders by transitivity type 

5.1.2 Other potential coding properties 

5.1.2.1 Morphological coding mechanisms 
With respect to verbs that had the potential to be spatially modified, i.e., were not plain verbs, 
Figure 2 shows almost one in four clauses with these verbs did not in fact have any verb modifi-
cation that could have helped the interlocutor infer who did what to whom, yet were well formed 
and readily interpretable. (Recall that examples (1), and (10) to (45) showed clauses with one of 
each type, modified and unmodified). As we have already noted, one could potentially described 
these modifications as one of the coding properties associated with grammatical relations, such 
as agreement morphology.13 It would appear that semantic and pragmatic factors and sensitivity 
to context (in the widest possible sense) were often sufficient for interlocutors to draw the type of 
inferences apparently intended by the signer. Whatever the status of the modifications that are 
found with the remaining three quarters of clauses (see Section §5.3 for further discussion), our 
data show that verb modification is not obligatory because a quarter of verbs that could have been 
modified were not. 

 
Figure 2 Rates of co-occurring CA with tokens of modified versus unmodified verb forms The left-
hand x-axis plots the number of clauses with and without constructed action, according to the modification 
status of the verbs in the clause (not modified or modified) on the y-axis (shown in the two columns). The 
right-hand x-axis shows the percentage of not modified or modified verbs that co-occur with constructed 
action, shown on the line. 

Our observations on the presence of verb modification in this study accords with de Beuzeville et 
al (2009). Indeed, of the 52 texts reported on here, less than a half overlap with the dataset con-
sidered in de Beuzeville et al, yet their initial observation still holds true. Moreover, recent corpus-
based research findings on the modification of indicating verbs in British SL (BSL), a very closely 
related SL, are also similar (Cormier et al 2015b, Fenlon et al 2018). 

With respect to nominals, there was no modification of nouns that could be construed as coding 
case, i.e., the status of an argument as instantiating the grammatical relation of, say, subject or 
object in the clause. Previous research on pronominal pointing signs has also shown no modifi-
cation of form that could distinguish the target of a point as subject (e.g., the equivalent of he, 

                                                
13 Note that depicting signs are, by definition, counted as modified sign tokens: by their very nature they include either a 
classifier handshape of some kind (which could be understood as the incorporation of an argument into the depicting verb, 
cf Benedicto et al 2004) and/or the meaningful placement or movement of the sign in the signing space. As can be seen 
from Figure 2, simultaneity of this kind is not ignored in our data because depicting signs are included in the modified set 
(cf. discussion in Vermeerbergen, Leeson & Crasborn 2007). 
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she, they etc. in English) as opposed to the object (him, her, them, etc.) (Johnston 2013b). Con-
sider also relative pronouns for human entities in relative clauses: when an overt relative pronoun 
is used in Auslan in these environments (as in example (8) above), WHO is used for both ACTOR 
or PATIENT roles in the relative clause, rather than WHO being used for putative subject and WHOM 
for putative object. (See further comments about relative clauses at §5.2.3). 

5.1.2.2 Verb modification and constructed action 
When verb modification was present in our data there was usually also a motivated use of space, 
i.e., the signer simultaneously engaged in CA. At least 69.9% of spatially modified verbs were 
accompanied by reduced or overt CA. (Instances of subtle CA were not included for these pur-
poses because it is sometimes difficult to decide if a single non-manual feature shows something 
about a participant involved in an action, or something about the attitude of the signer, as a meta-
comment. We wished to be conservative and focus only on the more obvious instances.) 

Once again these findings are in accord with previous studies. The de Beuzeville et al (2009) 
study made the same observation with respect to CA and verb modification; and independent 
corpus-based studies of BSL have similarly found a motivated use of space is strongly correlated 
with instances of verb modification (Cormier et al 2015a, Fenlon et al 2018). In fact, the BSL 
researchers found additional evidence that suggested that directional modification of indicating 
verbs was strongly associated with CA. Namely, the vast majority of modified indicating verbs 
involved movement towards or away from the signer. Movement between two ‘third person’ lo-
cations was extremely rare, even when describing actions involving two third persons. Their de-
tailed analysis of the BSL data showed, that in actions involving two third persons, signers usually 
used CA to assume the role of one of the third person referents. The BSL findings, and related 
Auslan research, have recently been used to argued convincingly that this type of verb modifica-
tion is not an example of agreement morphology in these languages (Schembri et al 2018). 

5.1.2.3 Agent defocussing (‘passives’) 
There appears to be no morpho-syntactic markers to indicate that a semantic patient/undergoer 
occupies a putative subject slot (which is otherwise reserved for agent/actor). This comes as no 
surprise given our findings: if grammatical relations do not underpin argument structure there is 
no subject slot that a patient/undergoer can only occupy unless sanctioned by dedicated morpho-
syntactic markers. This broadly accords with findings by Rankin (2013) that in ASL there is, 
strictly speaking, no passive construction as such (cf Janzen, O’Dea, Shaffer 2001); rather, there 
are a number of agent defocussing strategies available to signers that have a similar effect as the 
passive construction in English. The defocussing strategies are achieved, according to Rankin: 

“(1) through indicating verbs with unspecified spatial mapping; (2) through constructed ac-
tion in which the singer blends with a surrogate without overt specification of the surrogate’s 
identity; (3) through overt subjects that are semantically underspecified; and (4) through ex-
pressing the agent in a syntactically less prominent position (i.e., not in ‘subject’ [my inverted 
commas] position).” (pp 56-57) 

Very similar examples as those given in Rankin (2013:56-76) are attested in the Auslan Corpus. 
Example (60) illustrates strategy (1): INVITE (a backwards indicating verb14) moves away from 
the signer (the patient) to an unspecified third person entity location (the agent). 

                                                
14 A backwards indicating verb moves from the location of the patient (here, invitee) to the location of the agent (here, 
inviter). 
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(60) PRO→1 INVITE1→3    PRO→3  WANT  DEAF  PERSON IN  DET  SCHOOL 
[P      V        ]    [A      V              P                    ] 
[INDEPENDENT   ]    [DEPENDENT…..............................................] 
[CLAUSE COMPLEX…..............................................…...................] 
‘I was invited (because) they wanted a deaf person in the school’ 
                                                           AAP_c4,B=00:13:52.726,E=00:13:56.145 

Example (61) illustrates strategy (2): BITE moves up to contact the signer’s nose as the signer 
enacts the boy looking down into a hole without the identity of the observer having been overly 
specified. 
(61) BITE3→NOSE 

V 
[CA:BOY] 
‘(The boy) was bitten on the nose.’                      BDL_c7a,B=00:01:09.940,E=00:01:11.050 

Example (62) illustrates strategy (3): an indefinite pronoun is used for the agent (‘subject’). (The 
boy is not enacted/represented using CA in this clause.) 
(62) SOMEONE/THING  BITE3→NOSE 

A                V 
‘Something bit (a nose).’ / ‘(Someone) was bitten on the nose by something.’ 
                                                          BDL_c7a,B=00:01:11.090,E=00:01:13.040 

Examples (10) and (28), and (63) and (64) illustrate strategy (4). Example (10) illustrates reduced 
prominence of the agent through constituent order alone—it places the patient first in the clause 
and example (28) is also supported by locational and directional modifications that further restrict 
inferences as to the agent-role of the final constituent. Examples (63) and (64) have constituent 
orders involving a fronted topic-like element (but note that there is actually no non-manual topic 
marking in either): 
(63) PRO→3  DISABILITY  MUST  FIX 

         P           V      V 
‘In their opinion/as far as they go/with respect to them, a disability needs to be fixed.’ or  
[A...]   [P           V      V] 
‘They (think that) a disability needs to be fixed.’         STM_c4a,B=00:15:27.391,E=00:15:29.431 

(64) BRICK¯3+, TROWEL-BRICKS→3+ 

P        V 
‘A brick wall is being laid.’ / ‘Bricks are being laid.’ 
(lit: ‘Bricks piled up there, (someone) trowels and lays bricks here.’ 
                                                         MBC_c9a,B=00:01:29.590,E=00:01:38.200 

5.1.3 Summary of coding properties 
The most frequent type of clausal construction (40% of all clauses) consists of a single core sign—
a verb in the case of transitive and intransitive clauses, and a noun or an adjective in the case of a 
verbless attributive clauses (in 10% of verb-only clauses there were also other non-core signs). 
The most frequent transitive order when there are no elided arguments is AVP; when there is one 
elided argument the most frequent order is VP. The most frequent intransitive construction with 
no elided argument is SV, specifically SAV. The most frequent verbless construction is CARRIER-
ATTRIBUTE. Nonetheless, every logically possible order was attested. 

Constituent order alone did not appear to encode grammatical relations, nor did clauses with 
the less frequent, even rare, constituent orders always have morphological changes to verbs and/or 
nouns that may have helped constrain the interpretation of the sequence. Such “argument re-or-
dering morphology” (Chen Pichler 2011) was clearly neither systematic nor necessary. Modifi-
cations of this type that were found were spatially motivated and, tellingly, in at least 70% of 
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tokens these co-occurred with a period of CA, strongly suggesting that these modifications are 
themselves also a form of enactment (showing), not encoding (telling) (see Section 6.5). 

5.2 Behavioural properties 

5.2.1 Obligatory syntactic slots 
If there is a conventionalization of the position of an argument with some semantic role, i.e., the 
clausal constructional schema is itself symbolic, then this can often result in the phenomenon that 
a well-formed clause in a language must contain an element of some particular grammatical rela-
tion in a particular position, e.g., a pre-verbal subject. This is manifested, for example, in the 
requirement that English declarative sentences have an overt subject.15 Indeed, the requirement 
for a subject in well-formed declaratives partly explains constructions that have dummy subjects, 
such as It is raining or It is a beautiful day. There are no examples of constructions like these in 
the Auslan data. The Auslan equivalent of the latter—BEAUTIFUL DAY (or DAY BEAUTIFUL)—
does not have any omitted grammatical subject. (It is a verbless attributive clause, as discussed 
above.) And, the equivalent of the former—RAIN—is a clause with just one sign and it has no 
understood everyday conventional full-form of which it could be seen as an abbreviation and into 
which it could be expanded. Indeed, the utterance is structurally indeterminate, between RAIN 
functioning as a noun or a verb. (Thus it could be translated as (There is) rain just as felicitously 
as (It) is raining.) Moreover, if a pointing sign were added to this utterance, it would be interpreted 
as a locative, not a pronoun. (Pointing signs in Auslan and most other sign languages can function 
as pronouns or locatives.) PT RAIN would thus mean something like (It) is raining over 
there/(There is) rain over there. There is no subject grammatical relation slot that the pointing 
sign could, or is required to, fill. 

5.2.2 Syntactic pivots 
The existence of grammatical relations usually means that one of them, like the English Subject, 
is privileged in a wide range of different constructions in a language. This been called a pivot or 
syntactic privileged argument (Van Valin & LaPolla 1997). One of the most common manifesta-
tions of pivots can be found in constraints on the interpretation of elided arguments in co-ordi-
nated clauses. Thus in a nominative/accusative language when two clauses form a paratactic 
clause complex and there is zero anaphora in the second continuing clause, the omitted pre-verbal 
argument in the continuing clause must be understood as the same subject of the verb in the ini-
tiating clause. For example, in Jack kissed Mike and smiled there is only one possible interpreta-
tion in English: it was Jack that smiled. (We have no idea how Mike reacted.) This can lead to 
incongruous but grammatically correct sentences such as The man dropped the melon and burst 
(Comrie 1988:193). Grammatically, it must be the man who burst, even if this makes little sense. 
However, clause sequences in which the interpretation of zero anaphora in the second clause is 
not constrained in this way are attested in the Auslan dataset, i.e., the omitted argument in the 
second clause is not obligatorily aligned with a specific overt referent of a particular grammatical 
relation in the first clause (cf Engberg-Pederson 2002, Jantunen 2013).  

In (65) the two clauses are uttered as a single utterance unit, i.e., on one intonation contour 
without any significant pausing between the two and are thus essentially co-ordinated into one 
clause complex (sentence).16 However, despite the first clause naming the likely participant actor 
                                                
15 Although the subject may be omitted in responses to questions (e.g., a. What does Mary do? b. Designs audio sys-
tems), there is a full sentential form which could be, and often is, uttered (She/Mary designs audio systems). Such con-
structions are understood as, and analysed as, abbreviated full sentences in English. 
16 Simple clause coordination in Auslan is rarely explicitly coded with a manual sign, rather they tend to be joined pro-
sodically and/or through spatial apposition. (There are two signs which may act as co-ordinators in Auslan: AND (originally 
a sign invented for Signed English) and PLUS (a native Auslan sign). PLUS has a primary mathematical sense, as in ONE 
PLUS ONE EQUAL TWO, but it can also be used in strong co-ordination, like English constructions with as well as, in addition, 
not only...but also, what’s more, or moreover, etc. WITH can also be used to co-ordinate two clauses or arguments, as well 
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as a MOUSE (and the CA during the following verb reinforces this interpretation), the co-joined or 
continuing clause has a boy as the likely actor (note that the CA only allows the boy to be inferred, 
it does not use coding strategies that oblige one to interpret the CA that way). 
(65) MOUSE  G(CA):ON-HIND-LEGS-LOOK-UP   G(CA):RUB-NOSE 

         [CA:MOUSE………………...]   [CA:SOMEONE] 
SA      V                               V 
[Single…………………………………]  [Single…………] 
[clause complex ............................................................] 
The mouse looks up annoyed (and the boy) rubs his nose. 
≠ The mouse looks up annoyed (and the mouse) rubs its nose. 
                                                          AAP_c7a,B=00:01:48.955,E=00:01:50.045 

Similarly in (66) two verbs are repeated one after the other as a single utterance unit co-ordinating 
the two verbs and co-ordinating the repetition with the first instance. The force of the construction 
is to suggest the two actions, grazing and looking-about, are simultaneous or alternating, and on-
going. However, the two verbs have different actors associated with them—the sheep and the 
boy. It is only context that blocks one plausible, but incorrect, inference, i.e., it is the same par-
ticipant (the sheep) throughout, and favours the other (correct) interpretation, i.e., it is the boy in 
his role as shepherd who is looking about, not the sheep. 
(66) GRAZE    LOOK-ABOUT  GRAZE    LOOK-ABOUT 

V         V             V         V 
[Single]   [Single.......]  [Single]   [Single......] 
[clause complex............................................] 
(The sheep) graze (and the boy) looks about, (the sheep) graze (and the boy) looks 
about. 
≠ (The sheep) graze and (sheep) look about, (sheep) graze and (sheep) look about. 
                                                         AMG_c2a,B=00:00:28.550,E=00:00:31.730 

This is not to deny that in the majority of transitive or intransitive contiguous or conjoined clauses 
in the Auslan dataset in which at least one argument has been elided in one or more of the con-
tinuing clauses, the interlocutor assumes that the elided argument is the same argument as the one 
in the same position in the initiating clause. However, this pattern may occur in a language not 
only because grammatical relations constrain the interpretation of zero anaphora. It may occur for 
semantic reasons (a participant argument’s semantic role, as actor, is maintained and understood 
as the same participant over two or more clauses) or because of pragmatic topic/comment reasons 
(a single topic is maintained and understood to carry over two or more clauses). The fact that 
clauses complexes like (65) and (66) are attested in the dataset, suggests that a syntactic pivot is 
unlikely to be driving the interpretation in these other more common sequences, otherwise the 
intended meaning in (65) and (66) would be blocked or the interlocutors would systematically 
fail to understand them correctly. There is no evidence for this in the recordings, e.g., interlocutor 
seeking clarification or signer self-correcting or re-wording.17 

Finally, just as syntactic pivots constrain the interpretation of omitted arguments, they also 
constrain which arguments may be omitted in the first instance. Not surprisingly, in the Auslan 
dataset the omission of SA, SP, A, P are all attested in all possible permutations (as shown in earlier 
examples). 

                                                
as signifying at the same time. 
17 However, life-long observation of Auslan being interpreted into English leads me to conclude the anticipation of “subject 
maintenance” by most English-speaking interpreters often leads to a garden path phenomenon—the interpreter similarly 
omits an initially named argument in the English version, on the assumption it is the subject of the subsequent chain of 
verbs/clauses. However, after several clauses it often becomes clear that there has been an interpreter error and the 
interpreter needs to back-track and clarify, i.e., explicitly name the second “subject” and specify the actions associated 
with it. 
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5.2.3 Distinctive constituent orders in subordinate clauses 
When constituent order patterns were examined both in clause complexes (i.e., in dependent 
clauses with respect to the independent clause) or in complex clauses (i.e., in embedded clauses 
with respect to the matrix clause) no distinctive pattern was able to be associated with the subor-
dinate clauses. It appears that constituent order in subordinate clauses is not exploited to mark 
subordination as such. 

Indeed, in the Auslan dataset subordinate clauses of all types often lack any explicit lexical or 
morphological marker of subordination18—except perhaps apart from prosody. Rather, relation-
ships of hypotaxis and parataxis are often only inferred because there is no overt use of lexical 
subordinators: 

(67) GO  BED        PRO→3=TIRED 
[independent]  [dependent..] 
[clause complex..................] 
‘(The boy) goes to bed (because) he’s tired.’ lit: ‘(The boy) goes to bed. He’s tired.’ 
                                                          PDC_c7a,B=00:00:11.900,E=00:00:13.040 

Similarly, complement clauses are often simply inferred by the semantics and inherent transitivity 
of the main verb (example (7) above); and modifying clauses are often inferred by their apposition 
to head nouns and inclusion in the prosodic profile as the matrix clause, i.e., there is a slight 
manual pause or hold, or a gaze, head or body shift that offsets the matrix (68):19 

(68)                                                       TILT                                ¯ 
FS:EVEN  HEARING  WANT  LEARN  BECOME  INTERPRETER  SOME  CAN-NOT  FINGERSPELL 
[PRE-CONTAINED..] [CONTAINED........................................]  [POST-CONTAINED..................] 
[MATRIX............................................................................................................................] 
‘Even hearing people who want to learn to become interpreters can’t fingerspell, can you 
believe it!’                                             SMG_c4a,B=00:10:39.910,E=00:10:45.070 

It should be noted that the type of relative clause construction in (68) is much more common in 
Auslan than one that marks the relative clause with a relative pronoun, as in (8). Interestingly, in 
both construction types, there appears to be no “case recoverablility” (Keenan 1985) of the refer-
ent of the head noun within the relative clause: in (68) because there is no relative pronoun, and 
in (8) because the relative pronoun does not change form (see §5.1.2.1). Though this would be 
consistent with a language which lacked (subject and object) grammatical relations, we await 
comprehensive corpus-based data on attested relativizing constructions in the language before we 
can say that this accounts for all the data. 

Consequently, conclusions regarding different types of subordinate clauses, including relative 
clauses, can only be tentative. In the set of 52 exhaustively annotated texts there are approximately 
151 examples of dependency relationships (involving 302 or 6% clause-like units), and 215 ex-
amples of embedding (involving at least 430 or 10% clause-like units). Recall that distributional 
data on types of subordination can only be described for those texts that have been exhaustively 
annotated rather than the entire set of (partially) annotated texts. So, until these texts are parsed 
from beginning to end, it is only possible to find examples of subordination that are locatable 
through lexis, i.e., those that use a lexical subordinator (BECAUSE, THEREFORE, THEN, etc.), a 
transitive verb which semantically almost always takes a clausal complement (THINK, BELIEVE, 
NOTICE, SEE, LOOK-AT, WORRY, etc.) or the equivalent of the English complementisers, e.g., that 
(but the latter does not exist in Auslan), or a relative pronoun introducing an argument modifying 
clause (WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHICH, etc.). Using the ELAN time-aligned multi-media annotation 
software, one can only find potential examples by searching for these types of lexical signs on the 
                                                
18 See also Hodge (2013) for a study of types of hypotactic linking in Auslan. 
19 Even though English has an alternative which appears superficially closer to the Auslan (Even hearing people wanting 
to learn to become interpreters can’t fingerspell) there is still a special form of the verb want that signals the modifying 
clause in the English. 
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glossing tiers, or by searching written aligned English translations for expressions with words 
associated with subordination in English (and then looking at the aligned Auslan video to see 
what prompted the form of translation).  

A larger corpus is, therefore, needed to confirm our initial impressions. However, given that 
there are no known commonly held native signer intuitions about subordinate clauses, e.g., that 
they have a distinct constituent order, and no Auslan curriculum or teaching materials in which 
the possibility ever been mentioned, our observation seems likely to hold true. 

5.2.4 Summary of behavioural properties 
The most common behavioural properties associated with grammatical relations cross linguisti-
cally appear to be lacking in Auslan. This supports our finding that coding prosperities do not 
encode grammatical relations. 

5.3 Summary of results 
Transitive AVP and intransitive SV (SAV or SPV) are the most frequent constituent orders found 
in clauses where the inherent arguments are overtly realised with separate manual signs. However, 
all other logically possible orders are also attested in our data without there always being present 
some other coding or behavioural property constraining how the arguments in those less frequent 
patterns must be interpreted. We conclude that it is unnecessary to posit grammatical relations in 
Auslan to account for the clause constructions we find. Auslan appears not to be unique in lacking 
grammatical relations or in having clause-like units that are often difficult to describe and analyse 
in traditional terms. As we have seen, DSL and FinSL has similarly been described as lacking the 
grammatical relation subject, and in FinSL the central role of the traditional clause in describing 
its grammar has been questioned. 

6. Discussion 
In this section we discuss issues with transitivity coding that may counsel caution, and explain 
the status of sign modifications if they are not, as suggested, morphemic coding properties. 

6.1 Transitivity and omitted arguments 
If there are no grammatical relations in Auslan, this may have had an impact on transitivity tag-
ging. As explained in our annotation schema (Section §3.2.2), clauses were identified as inher-
ently involving only one participant (intransitive) or two or more participants (transitive). How-
ever, it became obvious during the annotation process that many verbs in Auslan could be used 
either way, probably much more so than in English (compare I read a book yesterday and I can 
read). 

For these verbs the meaning of the clause in its context is important to determining transitivity 
yet argument omission and verb-only clauses often made determining this problematic, e.g., is a 
clause with one overt argument and a verb intended transitively (so there was at least one omitted 
argument) or is it an instance of an intransitive use of the verb (and thus there was no omitted 
argument)? Consider the verb-only clause READ produced with simultaneous reduced or subtle 
CA showing the action done WITH-EASE. It could have transitive and intransitive readings, de-
pending on the context: (i) intransitive, I read with ease (one elided argument); (ii) transitive 
‘active’, I read the book with ease (two elided arguments), Someone read the book with ease (two 
elided arguments), or transitive ‘passive’, The book is being read with ease (by someone) (two 
elided arguments). Thus in order to determine if the state of affairs being described inherently 
involves two participants or just one is based on the meaning of the clause in context because the 
kinds of coding and behavioural properties, like voice alternations or agreement morphology, that 
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could help resolve such questions, we have concluded, are absent in Auslan.20 Of course, struc-
tural indeterminacy of this kind is often of little consequence because clauses are not uttered in 
complete isolation: the context usually suggests if an agent, a patient or the process is topical or 
in focus. 

This type of indeterminacy means that there may be an over- or under-estimation of the number 
of clauses with at least one omitted argument in our findings and thus on the distribution of tran-
sitive to intransitive clauses overall. However, this would have no impact on the overall number 
of verb-only clause types. 

6.2 Morphology, enactment & gesture 
LaPolla (2006) argues that the degree to which languages use conventional lexis and morpho-
syntax (including constituent order) to constrain inferences on meaning varies: 

With a language which has conventionalized a large number of obligatory constraints on the 
interpretation of a particular functional domain, the speaker will have to expend more effort 
to produce a “grammatical” ostensive act, while the addressee will have an easier time of 
finding the relevant interpretation. With a language that does not constrain that particular 
domain, the speaker may have an easier time producing a “grammatical” utterance, but the 
addressee will have to work harder at the inferential process [...] (p. 7). 

He cites Riau Indonesian and Mandarin Chinese as examples of the latter type because they have 
“not conventionalized constraints on referent identification associated with syntactic relations 
(though they may have conventionalized other types of constraints on interpretation)” (p.7). 
Auslan would also appear to be one of the latter type too. English is an example of the former. 

Auslan puts an overall greater burden for referent role identification onto the interlocutor. For 
example, we have already seen that constituent order appears not to be a coding strategy realizing 
grammatical relations and that over half of clauses did not display the type sign modification 
which is assumed by most other SL linguists to be instances of morphological coding of gram-
matical relations. (Recall that this was the case even in those clauses with the less frequent con-
stituent orders where modification might be thought necessary to render the sequence grammati-
cal.) The context of utterance, i.e., the co-text (that which has already been said) and real world 
knowledge, can evidently be sufficient for interlocutors to correctly infer the intended meaning 
in most of these environments. 

This is, however, not always sufficient so both the signer and the interlocutor also need to pay 
close attention to another aspect of the context of utterance: the real physical space in which signs 
and utterance units are articulated and/or with reference to which they can be modified. When 
this particularly rich spatially embedded context of utterance is exploited we can see how inter-
locutors can make reasonable inferences most of the time. (Nonetheless, some utterances were 
structurally indeterminate and/or sufficiently spatially vague to be ambiguous or incoherent, until 
resolved by subsequent clauses or by the interlocutor seeking clarification.) 

Now, of those clauses that did display this type of modification, we have also already seen that 
these modifications usually co-occurred with some degree of enactment (CA). The modification 
always involves the locating, orienting or directing signs in space with reference to real or imag-
ined participants situated in an implied scene of action. Indeed, it is possible for complete non-
conventional enactments to be interpolated into clauses, or to constitute the entire utterance unit 
itself (Ferrara & Johnston 2014, Hodge & Johnston 2014). This suggests that when this type of 
sign modification occurs signers could be said to be showing the interlocutor the relationship 
between referents and the action, or how an action was performed, through indexing or enacting; 

                                                
20 Interestingly, English may not be quite so clear cut in this regard either, especially in conversation (see Thompson & 
Hopper 2001). 
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rather than telling the interlocutor how they must interpret the utterance by encoding this infor-
mation in conventional lexis or morphemes affixed to or merged into signs. 

Of course, both these types of modifications are ostensive communicative acts that are clearly 
intended to assist the interlocutor in referent role identification by constraining inferences, so it 
is understandable why the first strategy has also been equated with morphological encoding in 
the literature. However, we suggest that signers are not availing themselves of a coding strategy 
involving agreement morphology to mark grammatical relations, not only because the underlying 
grammatical relations of subject and object are absent, but also because signers are using another 
representational strategy in these situations. From our neo-Peircean perspective (see Section 2), 
this is explained by which of the three types of symbolic units found in all face-to-face human 
communication in language are being used when this occurs. The signs in Auslan displaying the 
type of modification under discussion are symbolic indexical signs (pointing signs, depicting 
signs, indicating verbs) or, less often, non-conventional signs (enactments), rather than conven-
tional signs. (Recall that symbolic indexical signs have aspects that are conventionalized and oth-
ers that are indexical, like the pointing signs found in both SpL and SL utterances. They are not 
‘non-conventional’.) The indexical aspect of these symbolic indexical signs in Auslan (and other 
SLs) is found both in the meaning and form of these signs, unlike most symbolic indexicals in 
SpLs. 

Let us explain. Considering language in its face-to-face mode—the way most of us experience 
language most of the time—it is clear that one crucial difference between SLs and SpLs is that 
the former are uni-modal languages (they use visible bodily action), while the latter are multi-
modal languages (they use audible and visible bodily action) even if one modality (speech) is 
clearly the primary one. Given this, the vast majority of symbolic indexical signs in SpLs are 
actually fully phonologically specified and even if they are modified to encode various meanings 
(subject/object relations, number, gender, proximity, etc.) the modified form is also fully phono-
logically specified. For example, in the English symbolic indexicals (deictics) I, me, he, she, they, 
here, there, this, that, those, etc., it is only the meaning of the symbolic unit that is indexical, the 
form itself does not changing in indexical ways. In SpLs generally, the only symbolic indexicals 
whose form is also indexical are found in the secondary modality, e.g., pointing gestures, and 
they usually co-occur with speech rather than replace it. 

On the other hand, all signs in a SL are in the same modality and though all must be realised in 
space as visible bodily actions, a significant subset of them have space as a symbolic component 
(they have a meaningful orientation, location in or trajectory through space). Pointing actions, 
depicting signs and indicating verbs all exploit this spatial dimension and can thus index that 
space meaningfully by directing or moving between various locations. In so doing they change 
both their meaning and their form indexically, unlike spoken symbolic indexicals. Indeed, in no 
SpLs do the symbolic indexicals in the primary modality ‘deform’ in this way (Johnston 2013a, 
Wilcox & Occhino 2017). The opportunities for signers to do this, by way of contrast, are multi-
farious. Thus, the frequent recourse to a showing strategy in Auslan (and other SLs) appears to 
be partly related to language modality.  

On should not forget, however, that within this neo-Peircean framework, all face-to-face human 
communication in language, i.e., speech as well, consists of composite utterances—utterances 
which instantiate more than one type of semiotic sign—to one degree or another (cf Ferrara & 
Hodge 2018, Puupponen 2019). 

Modality aside, it should not be forgotten that patterns of language acquisition, usage and trans-
mission also appear to have a role to play here (cf Schembri et al 2018). Only a very small per-
centage of most SL-using communities are deaf native signers. Deaf signers, native or not, are 
likely to have the majority of their communicative experience (in terms of both numbers of indi-
viduals and total exposure time) with other signers who are non-natives. These other signers may 
be deaf signers who are non-native, late learners or even L2 users; or they may be hearing L2 
users (family members, school friends, teachers, work colleagues, interpreters and community 
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members). L2 users of a language often simplify structures they encounter. This may impact us-
age in the whole speech community if they are present in large numbers. Their imperfect and 
variable output may also act as a brake on the processes of grammaticalization which require the 
same construction to be used time and time again with the same meaning in order to become 
entrenched. The fact that SL-using communities are all relatively young only compounds the sit-
uation. (No existing deaf community SL has an attested history of uninterrupted transmission of 
over 300 years, and most much less.) Grammaticalization processes in language have been shown 
to take considerable historical time to unfold. Indeed, language acquisition and language emer-
gence (evolution and change) are arguably two sides of the same usage-based coin (Christiansen 
& Chater 2016). 

7. Conclusion 
Auslan can be characterised as a pragmatic-semantic constituent order language and clausal con-
structions do not constitute a symbolic schema, in terms of the order of constituents, that encode 
grammatical relations. In Auslan, S, A and P arguments are not systematically distinguished using 
constituent order or morphology, making it a relatively rare type of language (Figure 3).  

 

 
Figure 3: Auslan and the distribution of languages using the logically possible systems for organ-

izing S, A, and P (adapted from Payne 1997: 140) 

Evidently, some orders are simply less probable than others rather than impossible or “ungram-
matical”. The type and frequency of different attested constituent orders results from factors such 
as animacy, topicality, information structure, spatial iconicity and/or visual representation, and 
constructed action, as discussed in the literature on both Auslan and several other SLs. Cross-
linguistically these factors are believed to favour the A argument before the P argument in tran-
sitive clauses with two overt arguments. Moreover, the fact that Auslan also lacks other coding 
and behavioural properties associated with grammatical relations cross-linguistically leads us to 
conclude that autochthonous grammatical relations do not also underlie this AVP pattern  

The A before P ordering is, nonetheless, very frequent perhaps also because it is reinforced by 
the grammatical relations of the ambient spoken language (English). The most frequent constitu-
ent order patterns in the Auslan dataset in transitive clauses with two overt arguments parallel 
those of English, a nominative-accusative language with basic SVO word order (A before P with 
medial V). It appears uncontroversial to conclude that the grammatical relations of English mean 
that sign order in the varieties of signing that deaf Australians are routinely exposed to, especially 
from the large numbers of English-speaking L2 Auslan users, has some impact on their own sign-
ing output.  

Finally, a representational strategy we have labelled ‘showing’ also appears to play an im-
portant role in the realization of clauses or, as we should perhaps more accurately say, clause-like 
units in Auslan. Showing refers to all ostensive communicative acts that include some element of 
pointing, depiction or enactment, at the word (sign) or clause level. Symbolic units that involve 
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showing shift their meaning and, in Auslan, their form, indexically. In other words, clause-level 
units, and not just individual signs, may be characterised as potentially instantiating one of the 
three types of symbolic units described earlier: conventional symbolic signs, non-conventional 
signs, or symbolic indexicals signs. When a clause-like unit uses a symbolic indexical sign or a 
non-conventional sign as one of its constituents or, indeed, one or more of them constitute all of 
the constituents in a clause-like unit, signers are recruiting a strategy of showing to constrain 
inferences, rather than encoding these constraints in a straightforward act of telling. When the 
showing strategy is predominant in an utterance it may not only be difficult, but misleading, to 
analyse the unit as a clause in the traditional sense. 
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9. Appendix: Transcription & glossing conventions used in this paper. 
GLOSS  
e.g., FINISH, MEET, HOUSE 

Glosses (rough translations of the core meaning) are written in (small) capitals. 
The most transparent gloss for the context is chosen, allowing the reader to 
concentrate on the point being exemplified.* 

GLOSS-GLOSS  
e.g., CAN-NOT, WILL-NOT 

A single sign glossed with more than one English word is separated by hy-
phens. 

GLOSS+GLOSS+GLOSS  
e.g., CATCH+EAT+ELIMINATE 
 ‘catch and eat all of’ 

A serial verb construction (two or more verbs strung together in a single clause 
describing one single complex action rather than a series sequential actions) 
are glossed with the verbs separated by plus signs.. 

GLOSS→3  
e.g., POSS→3, PRO→1, LOC→1etc. 

A directional sign, i.e., a sign which is directed to or move towards a certain lo-
cation, the target (1, 2 or 3): 
1 = first person, signer, near signer 
2 = second person, interlocutor, near interlocutor 
3 = not first or second person, or not near first or second person. 
An additional number before the arrow shows origin if this is relevant. 

GLOSS¯3  
e.g., DOG¯3  

A located sign, i.e., a sign which is articulated at a location by shifting it to that 
location (often including a short strong downward movement which stops ab-
ruptly). 

DSX(Y):DESCRIPTION  
e.g., DSL(1-UPRIGHT):PERSON-HERE 

DS prefixes a depicting sign and is immediately followed by a code for the type 
of depiction (e.g., DSM = MOTION; DSL = LOCATED-OBJECT; DSS = SIZE & SHAPE 
SPECIFIER). This is followed in parentheses a classifier handshape code (e.g., 
5 = spread hand, 2 = two hand, B = flat hand, 1 = upright index hand). After the 
colon is written the contextual meaning of the depicting sign.  

FS:WORD  
e.g., FS:DO, FS:LAZY 

FS prefixes a fingerspelled word 

GLOSS=GLOSS = separates two simultaneously articulated signs (LEFT-HAND = RIGHT-HAND). 
The right hand is the strong hand for right-handed people (i.e., most signers). 
Only right-hand dominant signers are cited in this study. 

, a pause 
                                              
GLOSS1 GLOSS2 GLOSS3 

The extent of a non-manual behaviour. In this case, upper face features most 
salient of which is raising of eyebrows extends only over the period of the sec-
ond and third glosses. 

Abbreviations used  
in the examples 

 

POSS Possessive pointing sign. 
PRO Pronominal pointing sign. 
LOC Locative pointing sign. 
DET Determiner-like pointing sign. 
 Range of upper face features most salient of which is raising of eyebrows. 
¯ Range of upper face features most salient of which is lowering of eyebrows 

(knitted brow). 
*Lexical signs are often multi-functional in Auslan (and other SLs), e.g., able to be used as noun, verb, adjective, etc. 
depending on the context. The reader should not assume glosses like INVITE and INVITATION signify that there are two 
distinct forms in Auslan—one for verbal and one for nominal function. These English word forms are only used in the 
glossed examples to make them easier to understand for readers. One should consult the original corpus files (or 
Auslan Signbank) to understand better the signs used in the examples given in the paper. 

 


